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Dilwyn Jones
With this issue we enter our sixth year
of publishing QL Today and I would like
to express my thanks to all our rea-
ders, contributors and advertisers for
their enduring enthusiasm and support
of the QL system

Who would have lhought way back rn

the early tr980s that the QL concept
would have maintained such a level of
interest nearly 20 years laterl

While the original QL hardware is now
considered by many to be a bit long in

the tooth, and microdrive tapes are
now all but a distant memory for most
of us, the enduring appeal of the QL's
rrninr ro nnorrlinn crrctom rnr,l lha orcnvrr9vs vl\/UrurilrS JyJrlrrr urrv tttu uuJU

with which the computer can be pro-
grammed with its on-board BASIC lan-
guage inlerpreter and so on mean that
it still has a wide appeal and sizeable
following. .iust do a search on the in
ternet {or QL related material and you
may be pleasantly surprised by how
much is out there!

Where does the QL system go from
here? Peter Graf is certain that the
future of the system lies in good
hardware based native QL systems
such as his Q40 and Q60 designs,
while others like myself find the QL
emulators rouie to be either an
adequate or the best option for our
computing needs {l see it as getting
the best of both worlds).

Peter Graf, and his brother Claus, clear-
ly do not agree with this viewpoint, as
you will see from articles in this issue. I

agree with what they say that QL To-

day should not cover too much irrele-
vant material relating to other compu-
ters (unless directly relevant lo the QL)

after all, you subscribe to QL Today
to get QL news and information - if you
wanted a PC magazine you'd go to
your newsagent to buy one. Some of
their viewpoints are bound to stimulate
debate, but their message is clear' we
need to maintain a native hardware
path for the future of the Ql, and that
they are firmly of the opinion that
Peter's Q40iQ60 design path is the

best one to follow Nasta's long-awai
ted Goldfire project is another possible
native hardware upgrade path for users
of the QL, of course, once that finally
becomes available.

lrrespective of your viewpoint on the
emulators versus native hardware
issues raised, the plain fact of the
matter is that there is a good choice of
emulators of the QL on various plat

forms, as shown by my QL Fmulators
CD for example, but at the moment we
need to focus more on the native QL
hardware. We don't need to worry
about the emulators at the moment,
they are laking care of themselves, we
need to focus more on native QL sys-
tems which do not rely on other opera-
ling systems The risk of emulators (ac-

cording to many I have spoken to) is
that apart from being limited by the
underlying operating systems, they
may actually encourage users to
migrate to other computer systems.

What do you think? Please read the
articles from the Graf brothers and let

us know your opinions on the subject,
whether you agree or disagree with
their viewpoints, since a good debate
on the issue is very important. I look
forward to our letters pages bulging
with debate on the issue!
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R\trAP Software News
from Rich Mellor
Q-Route v2 00 has now been released which
rnakes use of the enhanced colour drivers on

QPC QXL and the Q40 Upgrades cost 5 pounds

It shouid also be noted that my email is now Lrp

and running again, address is'

RWAPsottware 2@activem ai I "eo" uk

TURBO News
from George Gwilt
A, new verslon 4.9 of Turbo compiler is now
available from the Other Software Page on the
Dilwyn Jones website. The changes in the recent
version 4.8 and the newer version 4.9 are listed

below

v4"8
1. The changes in v4.B do not introduce any new
facilities lnstead they are designed to speed up
and shorten the compiled programs This is
achieved by including a new section of code in

Codegen which improves the output from Parser

before the original code produces the compiled
program.
This was envisaged from the earliest stages ol
Turbo, but was never put into ef fect until now Ver
sion 4.8 owes its existence to detailed sugges-
tions from Simon Goodwin.
The greatest increase in speed was obtained by
recodrng the increment or decrement of integer"
variables. Thus

xo/n=xo/o+42
for example should now be around 7006 faster: A
speed up of 7570 is obtainable by using the FAST

option. Howeve[ in ihis case, therE rs na check
that the resulting value of xVo is within the limits
tor an integer Thus 32740 + 42 becornes 32754
and no error is signalled. The BRIEF version does
have such a check.
2. lt is now possible to PRINT to the device NUL

{in its SMSQ/I version) without an overflow error

v4"9
1. Parser scans the program to be compiled and
produces intermediate code which it sets in a
buffer allocaled from the common heap lf the
buffer is too small the intermediate code is lrans-
ferred to a temporary file created in the directory
chosen for the compiled program. The interme-
diate code from whrch Codegen produces the
compiled program is thus either in a buffer or in a
file. ln v4.B there were errors in Codegen when ihe
code was in a file. This has now been corrected,

JDH Technologies
I would like to announce the on
going developrnent of a major
new project for the QL family
of computers, the QL DeskTop

taDfl QDT is a modern day
desktop environment, similar to
what is found in other opera-
ting systems such as Mac
intosh and Windows. For
those not familiar with such

desktop environments, the
intent is to provide a conve-
nient way to organize, manage,
and launch programs and tiles
I will be giving a talk and get-
ting feedback at the North
American QL Show in June.
Hopefully a first look will be
published after the show.
While the project has been in

development for the last two
years, the tirne
allotted to it has
been very sporatrc.
At this point, all

major obsticals
have been looked
at and tested,
enough base code
has been written,
and the design ar-

chitecture is com-
plete enough to

assure that the prolect can be
completed, There is still a tre-
mendous amount of work to
do, so the availability date is

not assured. My intent is to re-

lease it before the end of the
year
Jim Hunkins
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UK General Election
Geoff Wfcks
I have put a new version of my General Election
analysis program on rny web page.

It allows you to plot I new maps. These are for
the Znd, 3rd and 4lh places of the parties; the
areas of strength for each of the main parties; and
the marginal seats.
ln the seats section it is now possible to look for
Znd, 3rd and 4ih place seats. I have also inrple-
mented Malcolm Cadman's suggestion of marking
the marginal seats.

Sprite Fditor
Jerome Grimbert has updated the sprite editor
for Q40. inow version 0.99)

Details are available (in French) at

fr ttp ://www. alte rn. o rg /g ri m be rUq u i d n ov!. ht m I

Also there are some more screen captures of this
version (l cannot decently eall ii a tutorial) See
http ://www"altern " o rg/g ri mherUq llsprted/
index"!rtrm!

Qt EBS Situratlon
0erek Stewart wrofe:
looks like hlene Valley BBS is closing down at the
end of May this year lf anyone requires a BBS to
call then my system, Holbcrn View is open 24
hours on a dedicated telephone line.

The systenr runs on a Supergold card QL,
Superhermes, USR Courier modem.
Connect speeds upto 33600 baud, but due to
the rubbish telephone lines 28800 and some-
times 31200 is available
There are lots of interesting QL specific software
for download, which comes frorn all the QL
lniernet sites.
I have links to the Fidonet, which can give other
cornputer inierests.
lf anyone is inierested then please call....

Flolborn View
Tel. +44-(0)1173'74135 24 hours
Speeds 300-33600
Local and worldwide QL user lnteraction
Friendly sysop Upto date QL sof tware to
download with a QL..

QL T'oday has necentfy fried fs eonfacf Fhii
Eorman but did not get a reply in time before
fhr's issue had to be eompleted fo be ready for
pnnf. The next rssue of QL loday will he ready
by the end of Juiylbeginning of August so yot,
will have probably found ouf by then" We hope
fo fiave rno,"e news in the nexf issue.

Feter and Claus Graf have botlr supplied
articles fon this issue and in thern they have
soms harsh wonds fon sorne previous contri-
butons, traders and authors,
We are sure that the people attacked in these
articNes will want, and, indeed, deserve, a
right to reply to them but we are very aware
that this aould tr"rrn into a long running battle of
words which rnany readers would eventually
find boring. We have, therefore, decided to
innpose a strict cr.rt-off point. The next issue
will contain any replies to the articles and the
following one wiil allow Peter and Claus spacc
fon a final cornment. We hope that hoth par-
ties will respect oun stance and not turn this
into an aerirnonious and damaging publie spat.
We are, after all, a community of users of
QEOS/SMSQ software and hardware and
would be harrn that community if lt were to
beeome rivcn by an idenlogieal split"
Other readers are invited to eomment for the
next issue.

ered$t Cmnds & ffirdens
Jochen ftrfenz

Sorne months ago there was a discussion about
foreign payment, especially for small amounts of
rn0ney.
Eurocheques disappear everywhere {in fact, only
very few countries are left which handle them,
but even they will stop by the end ot this year).
lnternational money transfers cost a fortune, so
they are no soluiion.
This does noi leave many options, of which the
best seern to be credit cards. I have never had
any kind of credit card fraud during all the years I

accept credit cards in the QL scene, and I think
that QL customers did not worry about using
their cards for mail orders.
For those still worrying: the card companies have
put another obstacle in the way of credit card
abuse, the card security number
Please note that this number is obligatory for any
mail order credit card purchase from Octobet 1st,

2001, on. This number only exists on the reverse
side of your credit card. lt is a 3-digit number for
Visa, MasterCard, Diners, and 4 digits {or Amex.
The number will not be printed on your card
statement, nor will it appear on your credit card
slips or recerpts,
J-M-S will not put this number on {ile, so please
specify this number with EVERY order {you do
not need to give the oiher card details, s0 no
connection can be made by 3rd partiesl)

&t,flodoy
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A reporf by Dilwyn Jones

Somerset l-lall in Portishead,
near Bristol, was the venue for
the 2001 Quanta annual general
meeting. Having proved to be a
popular and well attended
venue in the past, this meeting
proved to be somewhat of a

disappointment in terms of at-
tendance, although many pre-

sent were quick to point out
that the publicity for this event
had not been as good as for
some previous events, The lo-
cal QL user group had disban-
ded not so long ago which may
not have helped
Nonetheless, a fairly small but
enthusiastic crowd gathered
towards lunchtime and early
afternoon to this spacious and
well liked venue. Somerset Hall
is located close to the motor
way and the town centre, so
access was pretty easy. The
hall itself is upstairs, and con-
sisted of a rneeting room at the
back, a large hall well stocked
with tables and chairs and
power poinis for the assem-
bled QL systems io entertain
their owners and visitors. The
hall also has a small catering
facility, so hot drinks and
snacks were available for
those who did not wish to
venture to seek refreshments
elsewhere on a Sunday when
many places may have been
closed.
The usual gang of traders were
present, including Jochen Merz
Software, Geoff Wicks of Just
Words, Darren Branagh o{

Q-Celt Computing, Quanta
committee, Bill Richardson,
Tony Firshman {TF Services),
and QBranch along with a small
number of well known QL
hardware and software experts
to demonslraie their wares and

try to help with any problerns
the Qlers may have,
Cne person who definitely nee-
ded help on the day was Roy
Brereton, the Quanta secretary
{and a previous chairman and
head software librarian) Roy
had decided betore coming to
the show to dismantle his
tower cased QL system which
turned out to be rather less
than perfecty behaved on the
day, liue to the spirit of a QL
meeting iike this, there was no
shortage of people willing to
try to help him. The tirst stage
in sorting the problem was to
discover a loose wire in his
monitor cable, but although this
restored the display, the QL
was in a crashed state and
further work was required. At
various poinis during the day
Roy and Tony Firshrnan could
be seen wielding a soldering
iron to the poor computerl
Another person having some
slighi problems, thrs time with
an Amiga computer was Simon
Goodwin. Anxious to demon-

strate his digital camera link
software and QL sampled
sound system, Simon found
himself having to work with the
lid of the computer case open
and occasionally having to
unplug hard drives and 68040
processor cards and do sorne
juggling of emulator files.
Although it iooked iike hard
work to me, Simon seemed to
be enjoying it and getting

{^^+^^+;^ "^^,,1+^ +"^^^)ull ru rdr rrd5ilL tu5uli5 il dt t5

ferring JPEG carnera files via a
serial link to Amiga QDOS,
using the BASIC keywords he
has written for this purpose. He
said that he had also got the
system working to a QL
equipped with SuperFierrnes
The software is specific to
certain Kodak cameras, but is

not yet ready for general re-
lease Using Dave Westbury's
Photon sof tware running on
QDOS on his Anniga 1200,
Simon demonstrated some
impressive pictures of people
taken at the show. He even
demonstraied a picture viewed
in Mode 4 many could noi
believe the quality of the
pictures using lust the 4 colour
screen mode, let alone what
they would have been like in

higher colour rnodes. Simon

w6 Qt foday



also demonstrated an interes-
ting custom character mapped
4Ax2B characier display, with
an animation routine based on
SuperBASlC modif ying the
content of the character set in

RAM. This was achieved by
reprogramming the copper and
blitter in the Amiga to produce
a custom display based on
using sufficienily low proces-
sor time to allow reasonable
speed ol operaiion in this
rnode. ln a way, this animation
reminded me of the processes
we went through to achieve
high resolution and animation
on earlier computers like the
ZXBI, but despiie this it was still
an impressive display even
though we know to expect
some remarkable programming
from Simon as it isl

Mike Ashtord and other local
members tried to man the
Bring and Buy stall, but for
once this proved to be
surprisingly poorly stocked,
perhaps not surprisingly in

view of the poor turn out early
in the day.

Tony Firshman had his range of
hardware products 0n show,
and confirmed he had no new
products planned in the short
term due to the pressure of
work he has been under

Stocks of the existing products
are stiil available of course.
Bill Richardson had stocks of
7BB products at the show,
along wiih a few other bits and
pieces such as second hand
software. Bill has a rnarket for
Spectrum hardware, in particu-
lar any lnterface l's going
spare would be appreciated for
his customers in Russia
Geoff Wicks had his software
nrndr rrtc nn c rio thoco 116
Pr vuvvlJ vl I Julsr rl IUJ! ul U

now neatly split into his'tenner-
ware' and'poundware' lines (10

pounds and I pound each,
obviously). His next product,
currently with Beta-testers, is a
Rhyming Dictionary Geoff gave
me a quick dernonstration ol
the software, which finds
words which rhyme with given
words. For example, his

surname {Wicks) found rhymes
such as liicks and even words
ending with 'ix' such as 'fix',

which is irnportant since it
demonstrates that the program
is able to process words on
ihe basis ol how they sound
rather than how spelled, since
rhyming is a verbal issue rather
than a written one. For those
who can make use of such a

utility, this product should be an
interesting one Geoff has also
produced an Advanced Cryp-
tics Dictionary for his Solvit
Plus program This dictionary
contains over 239,000 words
and phrases compiled by
crossword users for crossword
users. When expanded, it
needs at least HD or ED disk
capacity, that is, will not fit on a
DD disk. This costs tust 1

pound on floppy disk {rom Just
Words.
Jochen Merz was showing a

new version of Q-Spread, along
with the many products he nor-
mally offers, ranging f rom
software to back issues of that
fine magazine QL Today and
even some cheap CD-Rs,
Jochen had suffered both from

a tragic loss ol his PC laptop
which had been sent away for
repair and returned in damaged
condition and trom a major car
breakdown a few days before
the show, so he'd had to
borrow his father's car for the
journey, and seemed unusually
to be mourning the loss of his
PCI

Back to the subject of CDRs
and the Q-Celt Computing
stand currently of f ers just
about anything you could hope
for f rom a range of Qt
software CDs to disks, novelty
mice and the odd second hand
Trurnp Cards, Gold Cards and
QXLs Quite how Darren
rnanaged to lifi the huge
suitcase full of goodles is

beyond me, let alone how it got
through customs frorn lreland!
The long awaited and overdue
QL Emulators CD was finally on
sale. This CD includes Ql-
emulators for several platforms
and hundreds of free QL
so{tware programs (Shareware,
freeware, PD programs etc)and
at just 4 pounds each at the
show the CD raised a lot of
interest from users of PCs,
Linux, Amigas, Ataris and Apple
Macs At this price it is probably
worth obtaining just to get all

those QL programsl The CD
itself can be freely copied in

Britain and Europe - the rnten-
tion behind it was not protit but
raiher to promote the QL and
give some of th ernany ex-
Qlers a route back into the QL
scene by using emulators on
whatever plat{orm they are cur-
rently using. The CD-R cannot
currently be copied or used in
North America because the CD
includes QL ROM images which
are subject to rights held by
Frank Davies and Paul Holm-
gren over there. Consideration
is being given to prodlrcing a

version of the CD including a
copy of Minerva QL ROM ver-
sion 1.89 which has been

&t trodep



released for use wilh emulators
worldwide many of the
emulators need a copy of a QL
ROM image to work. Q-Celt
have aiso released a Spectrum
emulation CD with a large
number of programs on it, and
also a CD consisting of lnfo-
com style adventure games,
the CD having been prepared
by Phoebus Dokos, a Greek
QLer currently living and work-
ing in the USA.
Jonathan Hudson, the author of
many highly regarded
QDOS programs, was
sat quietly in one cor-
ner bevering away on
TCP/IP for QDOS. A
little bird told me he
was worklng on port'
ing a TCP/IP imple-
mentation from
another platform to
the QL in parallel to
the work Jonathan
Dent is doing, but that
this one was having
problems due to the
amount of time
Jonathan Hudson is
having to be away

from home with his work and
also a mystery bug which
caused the software to work
some tirnes and not at others,
which by the day of the show
at any rate he had not been
able to locate lt rs unclear if
and when this software might
ever see the light of day at the
time of writrng Another 'little

bird' was the rather cute pen-
guin jumper his wife Daria had
created for him, the penguin in

question being the infamous

Linux penguin
symbol of
course, since
Jonathan is a

fan on Linux and
the uQLx QL
emulator run-
ning of the
Linux platform.
The Quanta
Annuai General
Meeting tock
nlrnn rt I DhlPruuu ur Tt tvi

and most issues
were quickly
and routinely
agreed and vo-
ted upon The
existing Quanta
r-nmmitf oo \A,::c

returned unop-
posed, although
Roy Brereton
relinquished the

mantle of Head Software Libra-
rian to John Gilpin o{ the North
Fast Manchester sub-group.
John had been proposed for a

cornmittee post, but due to a
procedural problem {the mem-
ber who proposed him had
found out his rnerrbership had
expired and thus technically he
was not able to propose) John
Gilpin could not immediately be
appointed, however the com-
mittee used powers to co-opt
John Gilpin to the position of

&L trodegr @



Librarian since Roy Brereton
wished to relinquish that
position. Roy stays on as
Quanta secretary
The committee reported that
the downward trend in

membership numbers seen in

recent years had siowed con-
siderably, and they surmised
that rt seemed Quanta was
now at a level where the mem-
bership consisted of die-hard
f)l orc r,vhn uraro mnctlv likolv
qLVIJ

to stay with Quanta and the QL.
Although the previous year had

shown Quanta trading slightly
in the red, it was sustainable
and no drastic immediate action
was necessary. Colin Baskett,
the newsletter editor; ex
pressed concern at the dis-
appointing number of contri-
butions to the newsletter con-
tent and a discussion followed
on a proposal to reduce the
number of issues per year
Although a show of hands
showed a majority in favour of
this in order to nnaintain the
quality and amount of content,
some fears were raised that
this would concern members
whose main reasons for joining

Quanta were to receive a

regular newsletter and that
reducing the number of issues
might send out the wrong
signals despiie the good in-

tentions. A compromise propo
sal was made whereby dis-
cussion is to take place on
whether to reduce the number
o{ issues per year from 12 to 10

(e,g, a 2 month issue over lhe
Christmas and quiet summer
periods) which could have the
effect of saving slightly on
costs without the problems
inherent in going bi-monthly
such as issues falling in the
wrong month to publicise
workshop meetings and the
annual general meeting notices.

Cther subjects discussed in-

cluded the successful Q12000

meeting in Ports
mouth, which gave
Qlers worldwide the
opportunity to con
gregaie under one
roofforaZday
event to celebrate
the QL in the year
2000. The cost of
staging a 2 day
event like this nray
mean that Quanta
rnrnrrld nni ho ahlo tqvvvurv r rvr vu uvtL t!

afford to run such a

large event each
year and in any case
it would become less
of a special event if

held annually and
may detract f rom
Quanta's ability to
hold other work-
shops. Proposals such as the
possibility of mernbers making
additional contributions to fund
the event were discussed and
when the contributions
reached a level sufficient to
help finance the meeting, such
a nreeting could be planned,
although the event should be
tied in with some other
significant event to make the
meeting special
The NTMQLUG (North East
N/anchester) sub-group had
been approached with a view
to ensuring that if Quanta took
the step of concentrating on
two workshops in Britain each
year it would be a wise move
to try to hold one in the north
of tngland and the other in the
south, possibly with the next
AGIV being held again in the
Manchesier area.
Finally, a request was made to
try to sort out emailing faci-
lities, srnce a recent atternpt by

Readers and show visitors - help us and the organisers of
the shows to plan ahead and tell us what you would like:
one "main event" every year? Eveny other year? How
nnany shows wourld you attend? Rerneber, these shows
are made for YOU! Please wnlte to QL Today or Quanta"

traders to invite people to let
them know if they read QL
Today, Quanta or both and to
provide their email addresses
etc proved largely costly and
unsuccessful. lt was noted that
costs could be saved if
members having email access
could be seni inforrnation
about shows in their area etc,
although some concern was
expressed concerning the
Data Protection Act implica-
tions. Robin Barker the Chair
man, said that he maintained an
email address list on Quanta's
websrte and appealed to mem
bers to use the site to keep
their details up to date. Sadly,
many members had not done
this, or provided incomplete
details, sCI Quanta menrbers -

please got to
www.quanta.uni.ee

and check your entries on the
email list database on that site!
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The Qt $ureaucracy
Geoff t{/ieks

A couple of years ago I made a

claim on the British government
for the grand sum of t12 90 or
about 20 Euros. lt took over 2J
official documents and forms to
process the claim,
A problem of working semi-
f reelance is preserving your
state pension rights, and to be
on the safe side I registered for
these. I soon discovered the
only machinery for doing so
was by making a theoretical
claim for full social security
benefits, The first question I

completed was that I was not
claiming these, but the bureau-
cracy still assumed I was.
One letter I received 3 times. lt
told me I would be taxed on
the benefits I was not claiming,
It then told me I had not been
paid the benefits I was not
claiming, and finally told me
they had not been able to
calculate the tax on the bene-
fits I was not claiming. Dealing
with the officials was just as
bad. One severely rebuked me
because I had failed to name
the post office where I would
collect the benefits I was not
claiming. When I complained
about this, I was told the re-

buke was in my own interest,
otherwise there could have
been an undue delay in paying
me the bEnefits I was not
claiming.

We all love these stories of
official bureaucracy lndeed, this
particular example caused a
stir in parliarnentary circles, and
eventually had ihe personal
attention of the minister
What has this to do with the
QL? Officials are human beings
llke us, and perhaps we could
become just as rigid and
bureaucratic in our thinking as
them Sometimes when I look

at the QL world I fear we
already are.
The officials dealing with me
were so busy collecling pieces
of paper that they lost sight of
the purpose of each piece of
paper They did not realise that
the law, although restrictive,
had given them far more flexi-
bility than they thought. By con
centrating on one small part of
their task they missed the total
picture,

Some QL ers, including leading
figures who have contrlbuted
much to the QL scene, do the
same,
Look at the question of speed,
which is what inspired this
article. Occasionally speed be-
comes a hot issue in the QL
users email group, often in

connection with the QPC ver-
sus Q40 debate. lt can become
quite heated The number of
contributions shoots up consi
derably with lengthy lists of
slatlstics and debates about
which are the most accurate
benchmark tests and what are
fair comparisons,
Frankly these discussions bore
me and I suspect many others.
For us the battle between QPC
and Q40 is of academic inter-
est. We have admiration for
both Marcel Kilgus and Peter
Graf, both of whom have
achieved something most of us
could not do Both have made
an immense contribution to
ensuring the future of the QL,
and Peter has had to cope with
additional logistical problems in

the changing availability and
prices of components and the
production and financing.

For most QL users speed
ceased to be a major issue
with the arrival of the Gold

Card. At one time QL maga
zines had articles featuring the
relative speeds of dif ferent
types of coding for the same
operation. Software and hard-

ware enhancements like
Speedscreen and Lightning
were necessary to speed up
operations. The Turbo compilel
which seems to have been
optimised for speed, gained
ground from Qliberator in spite
of ihe laiter's greater compa-
tibility.

It is interesting to know that my
QXL2 is about 25 times faster
than the original QL black box,
and that QPC2 on my laptop
gives roughly the speed of a
a.,^^. /'^l.J /-^-l L..r ,.,-rL^-JUpcr truru udru, uut tut Itut
than that speed does not
interest me.

I am not a Luddite. lndeed it
would be hypocritical to be so,
because without the speed
advances of the Gold Card,
Just Wordsl programs would
be too slow to be usable.
However for most text appli-
cations, including word proces-
sing, the QL now works fasler
than you can think and type
Speed is more important in

number crunching or graphics
software, and it will gain impor
tance with the new colour
drivers, internet access and
vector fonts.

It is a similar story with memory.
On my bookshelf is a book
containing 30 programs for
typing into a computer lt has
such favourites as Lunar
Landing, Duck Shooi, Break in,

Calender Biorhythms and Orbi-
tal lnvaders What makes the
book special is that it was
written for lhe ZXB1, and all the
programs fit into lK Those
were ihe days when you saved
memory by putting numeric
variables in a string array and
by using n=lNT(a/a) instead of
n=1,

dryt{. &tu Fodoy



The first QL gave us a
"massive" 128K, but also
brought with it a warning. The
QL consumed more rnemory
than its predecessors and its
12BK was roughly equivalent to
the Spectrum's 4BK. To be
useable the QL needed at least
256K memory expansion, but
pref erably 512K The Trump

Card increased this to 786K,
and the Gold Cards to 2Mb and
4 Mb Now rny QXL2 has BMb
and my QPC2 can be pro-
grammed to at least 16Mb
What do we do with all this
memory? How many of us
really need rnore than the 4Mb
ol the Super Gold Card? Again
this is a situation that could
change with the colour drivers,
internet access and vector
fonts.

Vector font#
We have now had these in

ProWesS for about 5 years, but
you would scarcely realise it.

As far as I know there are only
3 commercial programs, Line-
Design, Agenda and Paragraph,
making use of ProWesS. Most
of us, including a loud mea
culpa fronn Just Words!, have
never tried programming in

ProWesS, but how many of us

always load the ProWesS ex-
tensions in our boot program?

How olten do we use these
extensions? Do we know what
they do?

There are numerous exten-
sions that can be loaded into
the QL, but do we look critically
at our use of these? Some
years ago it was almost
essential to install the Turbo

Toolkit as many programs,
including early versions of Just
Wordsl, used lts commands.
How many of us ever read or
understood lhe Turbo Toolkil
manual? I suspect most of us

used only a limited number of
commands from the toolkit, but

we still loaded almost BK of
extensions in our machines.
One of my QL requests is for
the Turbo Toolkit to be split up
into modules like Simon Good-
win's DIY Toolkit, so that you
can "prck and mix' the ones
you want. [ven better then to
incorporate them into programs
using QLiberators $$asmb
directive.
lf you load too many exten-
sions, you run ths risk of pro
gram crashes caused by com-
patibility problems Or you may
find your programs will not run

on someone else's machine.
When I wrote the pointer
version of Solvit Plus, I did it on
a QXL gMgQ system, which
has the non QDOS command
P[EK$. I tested the program

for downward compatibility on
my JM QL, but failed to notice
that my boot disk loaded the
Turbo Toolkit which also has a

PEEK$ command I wrongly
thought the program was com-
patible with all systems until

after release when customers
reported a crash.

Similarly we need to look at our
buttons or cascade menus.
Some years ago I was criti
cised by many QL 

-lbday 
rea-

ders for writing that one user's
buttons reminded me of a

general's medals lt produced

several interesting articles in

reply in which the authors
argued that buttons required
fewer key presses than loading
a program in other ways. The
arguments were persuasive,
but, in my opinion, missed an

essential point. How many of
the programs that you have on
a button do you use regularly,
0n my PC my cascade menu is
filled with programs I hardly
ever use.
Buttons are most eflective
when used with a rnouse, but
how critical are we in our use
of these? I have the impression

the QL community can be
divided into lovers and haters
of mrce. When does a mouse
help us and when does ii
hinder us in our work? Many QL
users place a pointer driven
word processor high on their

QL wish list, but does a rnouse
make it easier to use a word
processor? On PC word pro-

cessors I find the pointer
f requently obscures parts of
the text. Using a mouse to
mark blocks does not always
proceed smoothly, Continually
switching trom keyboard to
mouse is irritating. I think others
have these problems, because
I frequently see "keyboard

shortcuts' published in compu
ter magazines.

One of the QL strengths is

multi-tasking {or rather task
sharing) I do this more often on

the QL than on the PC, but it
would be rare for me to have
more than 4 programs running
in my machine at once. Usually
it is Text87 or Perfection with
either Just Wordsl programs or
LineDesign. Other users boast
of rnultitasking 12 programs or
more. What are these pro

grams and why do they do it?

So, how "bureaucratic" are we
in our QL use? Do we need
high speeds and massive
memories for our daily QL use?

How olten do we use each
extension that we load? lt
would be an interesting exer-
cise to keep a log of your QL
use during a typical week Note
which programs you use and
how often. Perhaps the ques

tion we should ask is which
programs we are going to use
on the QL in the next couple of
hours, and then load just the
minimum requirements for that
session.
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'\mother 
Gerrna n/Austnia n QL

$hmw u*, sF €v€n 'uQL *ffiffi1 "?

Friedemann Oertel is organi-
sing a QL Show in one of the
nicest areas of Germany,
Berchtesgaden! Just a hop
over the Austrian border very
close to Salzburg, is it an ideal
venue to combine hobby and
hoiidays
We hope to turn it into 'the"

event for 2001, as it is of
course not just for German and
Austrian QLers - everybody is

welcome as alwayslNot too far
from ltaly, not too Iar from
Switzeriand, and definitely
worth travelling a longer
distance like from France or
England i{ oniy tust for the
countryside should bring many

Qlers together once again, we
hope
The date is October 5th to 7th
[asy to reach, by cat by train,

an hour from Munich away and

very, very close to Salzburg

{20km) makes it an ideal
venue.
The national park on its own rs

also woth adding an extra day
or iwo, and the weather in

October is usually very good,
clear view and rather mild.

Apart from the QL show many
activities are available for the
rest of the family lor bad and
good weather there is the
Konigssee, the Watzmann (high

Mountain), Thermal baths,
Saltmine and much more
Friedemann has compiled a

long list.

Friedemann has also arranged
a set price for accomodation:
85,- DM (about [27] including
breakfast and a very rich
evening meal. The food in the
south of Germany and Austria
is very good, as visitors of
Austrian shows will conf irm.

The roorns are equipped with
TV Phone, Shower Bath etc.
The price is only valid it
booked via Friedemannl
Don't wait too long. Last
booking needs to be done by
12th of September:

Friedemann 0ertel
Grabenweg 24
83471 Schtinau am Kdnigssee
EMail: F Oertel.BGD@t-online.de
Tel " 

o49-8652-948713 or + 49-17 A- 486527 2
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Getting into QPAC9 -

Part I
Roy Wood

Tha Eoot File ltself
So now we come to the nitty gritty of the
problem How do I write a Boot file ? Well the frrst
thing you should have is the line which calls up
the toolkit (unless you have a Super Gold Card
and have made ihat automatic) so our firsi line
should be,

100 Tk2-ext

Once we have got that over and done with the
next lines should open the windows and set the
screen. I have always hated the red and white
QDOS windows so I start another wlndow over
the top and then write a little message into it,

l-10 MoDg 4 REMark assume a nonitor not a TV.

120 WIND0W #0; 5L2,42,0, 214:BORDER #0; 1,4, 0

1r0 l{IND0l,l #t; 256, L40, 256, 60IB0RDER #L; I,255
140 WIND0U #2; 256,L10,0,60 : B0RDER #2; L, 255
L50 OP8N #3; I coa-5l2x150a0x60t :BORDER #3;1,

255:INK #3;4:CLS #3
160 Print#3, " tr

170 PRINT#3,'i Q Branch B00T FILE I
L80 PRINT#3,il Prepared for Our Customers rr

This gives us a nice black screen with a short
message in rt The nexl job we need to do is to
set up a DATA default and a PROGram default. You
do not strictly have to do this but it does make
the use of some programs much easier Many
programs willlook first on the DATA default device
when they are asked to load a data file or (even

worse in my opinion) look on the DATA default for
the data they need to run and, if they do not find
it, fail with an error message. The PROGram de-
fault device means that you can type: EX myprog
and know that, provided the program is exe-
cutable and in the directory you have previously

defined as the PROGram delault device, it will run

190 DATA-USE flpl* : PROG-USE flp1* ;REM

ehange these devices to suit your system.

Next we need to load the Pointer Environment:

200 LRESPR ptr-gen
210 I,RESPR wman

220 LRESPR hot-rext

Next we load the menu extensions

230 LBXSPR nenu-rext

and, of course QPAC 2 itself

240 LRESPR flp1-QPAC2

260 REMark - Any nore resident extensions?
270 REMark - Now Hotkeys to start things off
280 :

Now we come t0 the part where we set up our
system and this is where we have to start making
some decisions, One of the good things about
the way that the QL uses its operating system is
that there is nothing that you can do in the Boot
file that can make any permanent changes to the
operating system itself so you can experiment
with the system setup at will. Get one line wrong
in the Config.sys or Autoexec.bat of a PC and
you can be locked out ol the system completely.

290 ERT itor_PrcK ('b,, , ,) t

REMark piek superBasic

This line creates a HOTKEY which will pick Super-
basic if it is buried lf you have a screen full of
program windows with Superbasic running under
neath and you press 'ALTb' SuperBasic is imme-
diately picked to the top.

300 ERT HOT-TIIING ( '1t, 'Files';'\dFLPl-')
:REMark ereate a files tbing for flpl-

QPAC 2 installs a basic procedure to read directo-
ries but, if you want to read a directory of a spe-
cific device you have to tell it which device and
give it a HOTKEY to call the directory, the line

above breaks down into the tollowing compo
nents:
ERT The error trapping keyword
HOT-THING Create a Thing that can be called'1' The HOTKEY itself activated by

pressing'ALT/1''Files' The QPAC 2 procedure used to
read the directory

:'\dFl-Pl-' The device that has to be read

ln the above example the ;'\d part of the line is
very important because it tells 'Files' procedure
installed by QPAC 2 io create a directory of the
device named. lf you have a Gold or Super Gold
Card or any other memory expansion or system
that has level 2 device drivers then this can also
be the name of a subdirectory such as

;r\dfIpl-DATA-t

310 ERT HOT*THING ( '2' , 'Fi1es' ; ',\dFLP2-')
:REMark ditto flp2_

This is the same as for flpl- except that you
press 'ALT/2' to get the directory of flp2-

&L Foday 1"5 
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320 SRT HoT_THTNS (Cm$(232), 'Button_Sleep')
:REMark create a tsleep' Thilg.

QPAC 2 has a procedure that will put any job to
sleep on a button ready to be used again and ihis
line sets that procedure up for you to use.
CHR$(232) is the F1 button so, by pressing
'ALT/Ff in any job you will find that iob has now
become a QPAC 2 button with the job name in it
This will happen with any well behaved program
and ihe rnore modern ones even put the name of
the file you are working on into the button This is
a good way of moving from one program to
another without cluttering up the screen of the
computer

330 ERT HOT_THING ('" 
" 

'Button_Pick') :REMark
create a Thing to piek the button fraure

This sets up the HOTKEY that will call up the
button frame. This is another potentially useful
trick which will work from any program that you
are using. Press 'ALT/' and the button frame
appears at the chosen position on the screen.
You can use this in conjunction with the Stuffer
Bufler to call up a files menu choose a file and
the return the name of ihat file to the program
you are using. { see the section 0n the Stuffer
Buffer below )

3/+0 ERT HoTJ0ADI" ( 'x' , ' flplJchanger )
:REMark load Xcbange when needed

ln this boot file we are assuming the lowest possi-
ble amount of extra memory so we are not going
to load anything as a resident program. lnstead
we are loading Xchange, the Psion suite, when it
is needed using HOT-LOAD1 The '1'at the end of
the HOT-LOAD command simply means that, as
mentioned above, only one copy of the program
will be loaded The first time you press ALT/x'
Xchange is loaded ready for use lt you then put
this to sleep or bury it under the other windows
then pressing 'ALT/x' again will 'Pick'it to the top
or'Wake'it lt you had used the HOT-LOAD com
mand without the '1' then a new version of
Xchange would be started every iime.

350 ERT H0T-L0AD1- ( ,n' 
, flplirenuconf ig')

:REMark load rnenuconfig when needed.

Menuconfig is the configuration program for all

level 1 and level 2 config blocks These blocks
can be found in a number of different programs,
including menuconfig iiself. A fuller explanaiion of
this program and config blocks themselves can
be found in the supplement to the QPAC 2 ma-
nual For the moment we will only say that this
program can be used to set up the various
aspects of the programs it is used on, Among the

things that can be changed in QPAC 2 are the
colours of the program, status of the files menus,
the mouse settings, position of the button frarne
and whether or not the prograrn asks for confir-
mation of actions. Most pointer programs have
these blocks in them and, once you have got
used to using them, you will find that they make
the use of the programs much easier Level 2

config blocks store their setting in a file called
'menuconfig*inf'. When you upgrade a program
with level 2 blocks and yon have already con
figured the previous version to your satisfaction
vou need only hit the 'Update' item in the menu-
config box to restore all of your previous settings.

360 ERT HoT_WAIG ( 'P ' , 'Pick' )
:REMark eal1 up the Piek Menu

3zo ERTJlor_l,tAIG ( ,R,, 'Rjob')
:REMark call up tbe Rjob Menu

380 :

Now we come to use another feature of QPAC 2,

the internal programs. As I said before, once you
have loaded QPAC 2 you have access to several
programs which make using the QL much easier
We have already set up ihe Files rnenus and now
we come to set up two of the other programs for
use, The first of these is the 'Pick' menu. Since
these programs are already loaded and operating
within the system there is no need to give a drive
name 0r to use either the HOT-LOAD or
HOT-RES commands All we need to do is to
'Wake them'. I have only used two of the pro
grams here because you can gain access to all ot
the other QPAC 2 programs from the'EXEC'menu
that we will discuss later The 'Pick' menu will give
you a list of all programs currently running in the
computer or set up on HOT-LOAD commands.
Moving the pointer to any one of these will imme-
diately call it up This means that pressing 'ALT/P'

in any prograrn will glve you a menu that will al-

ways take you to any other program in your sys
tem, Remember when you had to press 'CTRL/C'

to do that? Another thing to note is that I have
used the capiial letter here. lf I had used the lower
case letter for the HOTKEY then eiiher 'ALlp'or
'AIT/P' would have worked. By using the capital
letter I have set it up so that only 'ALT/P' will call
up the 'Pick' menu and 'ALT/p' can be used for
another program, Rjob is the same as the Super
Basic command except that you now have a

menu from which to choose which job you want
to remove frorn your system. Very useful if a job
has crashed but the system is still operating

390 REMark - Set up, now go
400 :

410 REMark now we create buttons for the screen
42A ;
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430 BT*SLEEP 'Pick'
/*40 BT-SLEEP 'Execl
450 BT-SLEEP 'Rjobt

This next part of the Boot {ile is concerned with
creating the button frame. This is a row of small
windows, each of which contains either the name
of the program or a tiile that you you have given
it The first three buttons are for the QPAC 2 pro-
grams 'Pick', '[xec', and 'Rlob'. We have already
discussed the tirst and the last of these but the
second item is a very interesting part of the
QPAC 2 program The'Fxec'menu gives access
to many of the other programs in the system and
can be very useful in manipulating the system it-
self, There are a collection of menus available
from QPAC 2 and these can all be put onto a
button by the BT-SLEEP method but this would
result rn a large number of buttons on the screen
most of which you rarely use. ln my system I have
the three buttons set up here and use the'Fxec'
menu to access the others whenever they are
needed. For example, there is a menu called
'HOTKEYS' which is a list of all of the HOTKFYS I

have set up rn the Boot file and what they actually
do, Sometimes, if I am adding a program to
system, I need to know which ones are still availa-
ble so this menu comes in very handy, There is
another menu called 'Jobs' which gives a list of all
of the Jobs running in the computer at the current
time, lf you click on one of the items on this list
you will get a turther window giving information
on that job I do not need to have all of this on the
screen for most of my daily use of the computer
but sometimes it is very useful to be able lo see
what is happening. The 'Exec' menu is the key to
open the door to the works of the computer

/+60 8T-J{OTKEY rx | , rXc}r I

;REMark put Xcbange on a button
470 BT-J{0TKEY'm', rMenuconfigr

:REMark put menuconfig on a button
/+80 BT-JI0IIGY 'L', tPtrP1t

:REMark put f1pl* on a button
490 BT-JI0TKEY ,2,, rFLP2'

The next four lines set up the buttons for the
Xchange program, menuconfig and the two files
menus. These lines break down as follows:
ET*HOTKEY The command to create the

X

XCn

button itself.
The H0TK[Y that will call the button.
The separator {very important}.
The name that will appear in the
button.

Note that we have used the same HOTKTY to
start the button as to HOT-LOAD it. lf you give it
a different HOTKTY then it will not work since all

that is happening here is that when you DO the
button it is the same as pressing the 'ALVx'

cornbination itself. You can put any name thai you
like in these buttons.

500 d$=DATE$:dd$=d$( 10 T0 12)&d$(6 T0 9)&d$(L
T0 /+):REMark create a proper date string

This line creates a date string that can be easily
used. lf you typed 'PRINT dd$' at the command
line you would get the date in the following
format: 12 Oct 1996.

510 H0T-r0 tbr :REMark Pick Button Frane
520 H0T-D0 CI-1R$(2J2) :REMark put ttre system to

sleep

These two lines introduce the HOT-DO com-
mand. When you have sel up a HOTKEY you can
actually aciivate that key frorn Basic using the
HOT-DO command in this way The first of these
two lines 'Picks' the button frame to the top and
the seeond puts SuperBasie to sleep 0n a button
I really like this way of starting the system be
cause it leaves you with a blank screen and a

neat row of buttons at the top ready for action. lf
you want to use the SuperBasic interpreter then

iust DO the Superbasic button.

530 Enl noT_IGY ('^"dd$) :REMark put the date
onto a hotkey

540 ERT H0T_my ('Q',cHR$(2/,0)&'Q'&cHn$(L0) )

;REMank put F3lQuit onto a hotkey

These next two lines introduce a different kind of
HOT-KIY in the first the date string that we
created earlier is now put onto a HOT-KEY lf you
now press 'ALT/^' (ALTSHIFT6) the date will be
typed into the keyboard queue. ln the second of
these examples pressing 'ALTQ' will issue a

string of keypresses in a similar way to the
macros on modern word processors. ln this case
they give the following SoQuonco:
CIHR$(240) F3
'0' The letter'Q'
CHR$I1O) ENTTR

This is a very useful sequence because many of
the Pointer Environment programs use F3 to call
up the commands menu, 'Q' to initiate a 'Quit'

command and ENTTR to complete it. liy this is

the'Files' menus for instance.

550 H0T-G0 :REFlark start the hotkey system

This is the last line in the Boot file and it is very
important because it starts the whole HOTKIY
system off, lf you leave out this line then the
system will not work.

The next and final part will list the whole Boot file
and explain a few more concepts,
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Gee GraBhicsl (on the
/nl Q\ F!^-& f1t'l\d!-I)-rdlLY.Z
Fl L Schaaf

How are matrices used for eCI!"npu-
ter gra ph ics?

Remember all those transformation exercises
with translation, scaling, rotation, shear; reflection,
and projection in GGB, GG12 and GG13? A.ll can
be done with matricesl

What's even better is that a sequence of
transformations can be made into a single matrix
that does the whole iob at once, instead of one
transformation at a time. Just multiply all the
relevant nnalrices in the desired order and get the
one final matrix that 'does it all'.

My challenge is to incorporate malrix techniques
onto the QL using "Mathematical flements for
Computer Graphics' by David Rogers to guide
me. Chapter 2 covers 2D and Chapter 3 covers
3D The book explains transformations with 2 by
2 matrices tor scaling, sheat rotation and reflec-
tion in 2D Then it goes to 3 by 3 transforrnation
matrices for handling translations and projections
rn 2D ln Chapter 3 the concepts are taken into
3D with 4 by 4 matrices and perspective trans-
formaiions.

Rogers starts with a 2by 2 matrix:

and operates on points as veciors of ( x y )

values or collections of vectors such as a line
from point A to point B:

or a triangle such as A, B, C,

ln the 2 by 2 transformation matrix above here's
what the various scalar variables accomplish,

a scales the x values relative to the origrn
d scales the y values relative to the origin

( ab )
(cd)

(xa yA)
(xB yB)

(xA yA
(xs yB
(xc yC

b shears ihe y values as a function of the x values

c shears the x values as a function of the y values

First consider the cases where [ : s : g:

When a = d = 1, this is known as the ldentity or
Unit matrix. Multiplying by the ldentity matrix rs

the same as multiplying by

1.

lf d = I and a ,, 1, then x values are multiplied by a.

lf a = I and d ,' 1, then y values are multiplied by d.

l{ d = a, 1, then a'pure' enlargement occurs.
lf fl r r{ = : r 1 lhan r'nr rra' nnmnrnccinn n.nrrrcrr v w u r, rrrurr u pvru vvrrr|./ruJJivrr vluvi J,

lf a = 0 everything collapses onlo the y-axis.
l{ d = 0 everylhing collapses onto the x-axis
lf both a and d are zer0 everything collapses onto
the origin.
l{ a, 0 and/or d . 0, then reflection occurs.
lf only d is negative the reflection is through the
/\ CIAIJ.

It only a is negative the reflection is through the
y-axis.

lf both a and d are negative the reflection is

through the origin.
The determinant of a 'pure' reflection matrix is 1

Now take the cases when b and e are not zero:

The following three effects are called shear,
lf b,,0, then y-values are multiplied by b AND x.
lf c ,, 0, then x-values are multiplied by c AND y
lf b ,'0 and c ,, 0, then effects are combined.

Special cases when a = d = 0,

lf b = c = +1, then relleciion is through the line y= x
lf b = c = -1, then reflection is through the line y= -x

Again the determinant of a 'pure' reflection matrix is -1

Rotation:
For a"pure" rotation ol angle theta about the
origrn use the following values,

a = COS{theta) b= SlN{theta)
c =-SlN(theta) d= COS(theta)

The deierminant of a 'pure'rotatlon matrix is 1.

Two'pure' reflections combine to form one'pure'
rotation.
The product of the determinants-1 times 1 = 1.

The term 'pure' makes you wonder if there can
be 'naughty' situations. The definition given by
Rogers is that il the determinant of the iransfor-
maiion matrix is 1 then we have 'pure' rotalion. lf
the determinant is -1 we have 'pure' reflection.
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We can imagine 'noughty' cases where zero
terms cause irouble. When the determinant is
nought we have the ugly singularity lf a, b, c, and
d are nought everything disappearsl

A sequence of several different transformation
matrices can be combined into a single transfor-
mation matrix by multiplying the matrices,
keeping in mind that the order of multiplying is

importantl

A collection of points can be operated 0n as a
mrlriv cn linoc:nr{ nnlrrnnnc..n ha irrnc{nrmar{JV illruJ urrv yvrySvrrJ uqttvv (tuttJtvttttuu

wilh the same transforrnation matrix that we use
for points.

Thus far all operaiions have been relative to the
origin or a line passing ihrough the origin. To

move away from the origin we want to translaie
along the x and/or y axis.

ln order to accomplish 2D translations we go to 3
by 3 matrices and use homogeneous coordi-
nates, which we will investigate next time.

PS. Here's a thought from Doolittle:
M.H. Doolittle fi887)
"Having given the number of instances
respectively in which things are thus and so, in
which they are thus and not so, in which they
are s0 and not thus, and in which they are
neither thus nor so, it is required to eliminate the
general quantitative relativity inhering to the
mere thingness of the things, and to detcrmine
the special quantitative relativity subsisting
between the thusness and the soness of the
things."

On topic? does it help explain 
-Things" 

in

SMSQ/E?

ffimrd (war€) eim€s
Feter Graf

Here are some comments on
Roy Wood's article in the last
issue of QL Today Regarding
the discussron on the internet
mailing list: lt is not true that
Phoebus or I told users what
they should run their QL soft-
ware on. I never had that intole-
rant attitude, and such an insi-

nuation is neilher fair nor help
ful. Fairness to the QPC writer
rs especially mentioned, so I

would also like to ask for a little
fairness lo the Q40 defenders,
We really need no lessons
about tolerance. So far the
claims to have the "only

answer" {or the future of the
QL come only from the Win-
dows/QPC side - but not the
QL hardware or Q40/Q60 side.
The "ql-users" mailing list is do-
minated by MS Windows and
QPC issues and there had

been a lot of praise for QPC.
The author called it a "QL' and
a "platform all by itself" At this
point I felt free to say that the
Q40, but not QPC, really is a

platform to run different opera-
ting systems And all the inter-
faces needed to create even
more operating systems for the
Q40 are accessible, documen-
ted, and free. QPC 2 is not a
platform to run operaiing sys-
tems on, because there are no
such interfaces. lt is a Windows
program that emulates one sin-
gle commercial operating sys-
tem I have not said that the
user should prefer the Q40 be-
cause of this, I merely ex-
plained the difference (Of

course someone could run
another emulator program un-
der SMSQ/E within the QPC
emulator but how much of a
"platform' would that be?)
The mentioned discussion in

the "ql-users" marling list was
not aboul how useful a Win-
dows PC or native QL hard-
ware is, because this depends
on lhe interests of every indivi-
dual user and no general
answer can be given.
Later on Roy Wood makes a

very astonishing statement that

a Windows PC with 700 MHz
Athlon and QPC 2 was "appre-

ciably" faster than a Q40, From

my own measurements I know
that the opposite is true, at

least as an overall result, I clear-
ly can say that the Q40 outper-
forms the mentioned Windows
PC with QPC 2 by far And not
only in the already published
benchmarks, but also in other
tested applications. I have not
written the QL benchmark pro
grams and I have not chosen
them - I just used them, and
everybody can try themself,
wiih the same results.
So why did Roy tell us that the
Q40 was slower? Has he a

new application benchmark we
should add to the list of inter
esting performance tests? Ob-
viously not. He iust saw a

screen redraw and felt is was
slower on the Q40, I lind it re-

rnarkable that nowadays the
feelings of a single person are
supposed to be of higher ob-
jectivity than a variety of
benchmark programs under
well-defined conditions Espe-
cially as this single person is a

trader who sells QPC 2 but no
longer Q40 A possible expla-
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nation for Roy's experience
may be that he forgot to enable
the copyback cache on his

Q40, so he slowed it down. Or
differences in the software set-
up. 0r maybe his"exceptionally
complex mixrng desk" is a rare
application than runs slow on a

Q40. I don't think so, but the
public has not been grven the
opportunity to check Roys
results on their own machines,
cn I n:n't tall

lf Roy comes up with a special
SMSQ/E task that is faster on
his Windows PC (l doubi that!)l
could as well come up with
another task that is a lot faster
on a Q40, let alone a Q60 We
nn' 'lr{ nn nn r^.{ ^^ Thic lrinrluvuru tsr-/ \Jrr ol r\r \rt t. I ilt) nil tu

of comparison would be even
less helpful than the already
established benchmarks
By the way, the Q40 and Q60
suffer from unnecessary disad-
vantages when their speed is
compared with software that
doesn't allow the 68020/30/40
CPU instructions to be used. A
68040 CPU has a lot more
powerful instructions than a

68000, but if I am not allowed
to use them, I must use several
68000 instructions to get the
same result. On a Q40 I waste
computing speed just to be
able to run the same code on
QPC 2. This is because QPC 2
can only emulate a plain old
68000 CPU and does not allow
for 6BAZAl30l40 instructions
or FPU instructions. This is not
relaled to SMSQ/[, but to the
processor (or processor emu-
lation).

Roy says he has advice of
great relevance for the "up-

coming" Q60 design As he

knows well, the Q60 hardware
design is not going on, but has
been finished long ago and
works fine. Unforiunately the
Q60 is delayed, but not be-
cause of hardware develop-
ment. One of the reasons is,

that there is no support from

the QL traders for a series
production. Except my own
person, there seems to be
nobody who would finance it,

purchase the parts, manufac-
ture it, do the assembly, the
testing, the support The only
help that has been offered from
the QL traders is, that Jochen
Merz might be willing to sell
finished boards, but without
offering customer support.
Of nnrrrcn lhn Al irrrlorc hrrrovr uvutJL UtL \!L LtquLtJ ttqv!
their reasons not to support
the Q60, for example the low
profit margin, the amount of
time it would cost and so on. I

don't blame them. I know that it
is a lot easier and more profita-
hl^ +^ ^,^,1,,^^ ^^r -^ll ^*,,1^urE ru pruuuug dilu )gil giltutd

tor software, than QL style
mainboards.
lf the Q60 becomes a "dead"

board as Roy predicts, it is not
because of its design, but be-
cause of the long lost time and
lack of interest. ln this fast
moving computer world it can
be "deadly" to have a complete,
working and tested design, but
no resources to produce and
sell it quickly. And the reasons
why the Q60 series production
is delayed are not on the tech-
nical side
At this point I would like to ask
if there is a reader of QL Today
who is interested in producing
and selling the Q40 and Q60.
The Q60 still comes along with
through"hole components so it
is not too complicated to get it
soldered in small quantities. I

have already covered the
seiup costs for production of
electrically tesled printed cir-
cuit boards, and purchased
some of the components like
PCB's and VRAMS. Please con-
tact me by ernail to
pgraf@q40.de
or snail mail to

Lahnstrasse 32,
D-35239 $teffenberg,
Germany.

Now some answers to Roy
Wood's criticism regarding the
Q40 and Q60. ln my opinion it

would not be a good idea to
replace the Q40/Q60 exten-
sion bus by PCl, That would
add a long period of SMSQ/I
software development (maybe
years) and make the board
much more expensive. As Roy
should know about this, I won-
der if he really wants a PCI

so{tware development. That
would waste a lot of important
resources while much more
important work would have to
wait. For sirnple lO functions
like serial and parallel ports, the
advantage of PCI versus ISA is

small, and the Q60 graphics are
directly on the 68060 bus any-
way. The required lO cards are
in full production, no need for
second hand hardware as Roy
\iVood wrote. The same applies
to IDO RAM and AT cases. At
the mornent, SDRAh/ is chea-
per than EDO RAM, but that
doesn't iustif y the additional
time and costs of a Q60
hardware redesign,
It isn't true that the Q40 hard-
ware can't use a bidirectional
parallel port, so there is also no
need to change this on the
Q60. lf an appropiate lO card is
used, the remaining work is on
the software side. lt also isn't
true that you can't have audio
input on the Q40, The Q40 can
directly read audio CDs from a

CDROM drive aitached via the
IDE bus lf you additionally need
a microphone input, you could
think about using an ISA sound
card the rest would be soft-
ware development again, No
important reason to change
the hardware design of the

Q60
It also isn't true that the Q40/
Q60 is only for AT cases. Un

like PC mainboards it has been
designed for double usage in
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both AT and ATX cases. fxten-
sion slots and mounting holes
fit the ATX specifications. For

cost reasons, only a DIN key-
board connector is soldered to
the board A PS/2 keyboard
connector with plate and cable
could be added Bui this is not
yet necessary. AT cases are
cheaper and it is not true that
they are no longer manufac-
tured.
Roy Wood criticises the Q40
and Q60 because of a sup-
posed lack of ISA cards and AT

cases, so I wonder why he

does not criticise the Goldfire
here. lt he tinds it already diffi
cult to get new ISA eards, I real-

ly wonder where and how he

wants to find new cards for the
special multiplexed QL bus
defined by Nasta,

By ihe way, there has been a

fairytale about a Q40 hardware
problem that makes individual

Q40 boards behave differently.
lf I remember correctly, this tale
had also been published by
Roy Wood in QL Today, so l'd
like to mentlon here, that it has
ended. lt turned out to be an

SMSQII sof tware bug that
initralized a register in an

unpredictable way...

Reading articles like those from
Pela Jaeger Wolfgang Uhlig

and Roy Wood,lget the impres-

sion that nagging and grum-
bling about the Q40 and Q60
has become the new siyle of

QL Today. Sometimes I think a

part of the QL scene has lost

orientation. ln the Alari scene
{or example they have spenl a

million or more to develop a B0

MHz 68060 machine {Milan ll,

Phenix), A lot of Atari users
would be very happy to be ot-
fered such a native hardware. ln
the end the Milan developers
failed tor technical reasons. And

the Phenix was vaporware.
ln the QL scene we have got (in
our own style) what the Atari
has nol. Maybe we have the
fastest 6BK computer there
ever was. lt's name is Q60, it
has been a reality for years

and rt works. And now? Are we
proud? ls there a lot of interest?
A lot of noise? Not yei At least
not from the QL traders and the
published opinions in QL Today.

I get some positive response
from some users, and I am

thankful for those users who
strll want QL hardware But I

also hear voices like, "Maybe

the Q60 is magnitudes faster
under Sh/SQ/H than anything
else. I might be interested, but I

could get the latest multimedia
Windows PC for the same
money."

Hard times for QL hard-ware
these days,

WffiMX*MSA ffiHS
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QL or QPe
elaus Graf

Firstly this is an answer to the article 'Q40 or
QPC" by Wolfgang Uhlig {see QLToday Volume 5,

lssue 5, Jan/Feb 200i) The second parl of ihe
article deals with the srtuation of the QL in

general.
I've been watching the ill$ Windows/QPC versus
QL/Q40/Q60 debate for a while now. Usually I

prefer not to say much about that, because I

prefer programming for the QL. But the discus-
sion has reached a point where I cannot be silent
anym0re.
My article is written and sent to the editor with a

Q40. I say this because there are some people
who do not cease to claim you need a Windows/
lntel xB6 ('Wintel") PC to do normal day work.
ln his passionale and emotional article Wolfgang
Uhlig sings the praise of Microso{t ("M$') Win-
dows, lt is Wolfgang's right to like MS Windows,
of course. But I don'l wanl to read half of a co-
lumn about how much "pleasure many people'
have with M$ programs. There are enough maga-
zines that deal with M$ programs and conlain M$
adveriisements, so that we don't need that in

QL Today also
He calls people who complain about crashing
operating systems "purists, hackers, the QL ers'.
Then he tells us ihat the latier use "stone age
instruments" This stands for itself I guess, I can-
not believe that a computer or a program is old
fashioned or as Wolfgang says a "stone age in
strument", just because it's reliable and doesn't
crash.
Wolfgang says that "a lof of people must have PC

for their work; others like to work with photos,

layouis and large complex texts and they cannot
manage without", We both know the lack of good
programs for QDOS/SMS. Nevertheless you can
do a lot with QDOS/SMS programs (there is digi-
cam software and pqiv for photos, tor example). lf
you have a task thai you cannot do with QDOS/
SMS, you will probably be more interested in

working on a QL software solution, if you have a

QL hardware than if you have a Windows PC.

Addilionally it is not bad to have the opportunity
to switch 1o Linux on QL hardware. QDOS/SMS
comes first but Linux helps me sometimes when
I don'l have the QL software yet. Q40 combines
the three worlds QDOS / SMS / Linux running
on one machine.
Wolfgang sals: "l hear repeatedly from the QL
side that MS operating systems are bad, but ours

are elegant, userfriendly and reliable. A Ql-emula-
tor is thus no solution, but it is betler to use the
original (now the Q40).'Wollgang"finds it arrogant
to think we can cold shoulder the world and re-
treat into our stand alone QL system". He says it is
"unbelievably stupid". lt is definitely not "arrogant"

not to have or not to like Wintel PCs. lt is not
"unbelievable siupid" to do things without the
Wintel PC. Why do you offend people who don't
want a Winiel PC like me? lsn't ii enough that you
prornole M$ Windows and lntel PC?
What I can stand is, if someone likes M$ Windows.
But I cannot aeeept thai someone who does not
want to use M$ Windows bul prefers 1o have a

QL style computer is called "arroganl and unbelie-
vably stupid' This of{ends QL, GoldCard, Super
GoldCard and Q40 users, They're waiting for an
apology, Wolfgang is part of the majority of
Windows fans, but nevertheless he should learn
to lolerate the views and preferences of the QL
(hardware) fans.
Then he talks about the future of the QL and says
"lf someone not familiar with the QL gets a

chance to know it, then it is not because he has
boughi a Q40. [qually no one will buy a Q40
purely because it can also run Linux. That's just

wishful thinking" I know a Q40 user who never
knew the QL before. Please tell me at least one
single QPC user that bought QPC although he
never knew the QL before!
ln the second last paragraph we read "What I have
written is absolutely not a defence of windows,
but an attempt to correct the perspective'. Yes,

here I agree. This is noi a defence of windows.
This is an M$ Windows advertisement!
And finally he writes "..1 think only lhe QPC cou-
pled with new and modern soflware will create
the chance for the QL to survive " I think the QL
cannot survive with QPC - per definitionem. Be-
cause the QL is hardware. The QL is a compuler
0n the other hand QPC is emulator software, and
not a computer lt needs another computer with
anolher operating system.
Let me give you a few more examples for
differences between a QL and QPC'

A QL is not an lntel PC nor does it need M$
Windows. QPC needs an lntel PC. QPC needs M$
Windows.

A QL gives me full control over my machine

QPC depends on what M$ Windows decides to
do wiih my machine.
- A QL runs with QDOS, SMSQ/I or whatever
operating system I write. QPC runs only SMSQ/I

A QL boots fasl in a few seconds and can be
switched off. Windows/QPC needs ages to boot,
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and cannot lust be switched off, but has to run

through an annoying startup/shutdown process.
- A QL runs QDOS/SMS directly on my machine,

ln order to run QPC you need to waste time to
get M$ Windows and keep it working, search for
working drivers, recover from crashes, maybe
soon you need to ask M$ lor permission to
access Windows after changing some of your
hardware, you need to take care noi to be
attacked by viruses or M$ software that violaies
your privacy. With a QL you can have fun mean-
whilel
a^ n n^ ^^- /-l ra-/\ tr ^ ^Ir ,.^-^ ^r+^-JU, UrU Udil IUt I 5ulltU JtVt)U/L SUt rWdte dl tUI

dealing with M$ Windows. ll can be helpful for
Windows users, but it cannot be a QL. lf it is nol a
QL, it cannot save the QL scene, in my opinion.
I understand that some people decide to switch
1o another platform, like Macintosh or lntel and get
themselves a SMSQ/I or QDOS emulator for
nostalgia reasons or lust to read some QL
documenls. But lor me il's werrd to pretend that
an lntel computer with M$ Windows operating
system could be a QL or that the QL may survive
with a Windows software. And it's even more
strange, that Wolfgang goes beyond that and

claims that a Windows program will create the
only chance for the QL to survive. lsn't such an

attitude sectarian?
ln order lo do the best for the future of the QL
one should learn out of the mistakes of the past.

ln other words, what is the reason of the decline
ot the QL after the GoldCard days? Beside the
general problem of only a few programs available,

the appearance of the QXL and QPC suggests
some kind o{ mrgration path to Wrndows, which
many (of course not all) QL users went,
1) QXi started leading the QLer to the lntel PC

and MSDOS, I must admit, at that time there
was no other possibility to get hands on a

68040 processor lf Miracle buill a real, complete
new QL with 68040 at that time, then we
wouldn't have lost so many QL users 1o the
Wintel platform

about QL hardware, because they can make a

little money easier with QPC software They don't
seem to understand that they dig their own (and

the QL's) grave.
lf people don't have a Winlel PC they generate
pressure to push QL Software development fur
ther 0r they start to program themselves, QL/
GC/SGC/Q40/Q60 owners can identif y lhem-
selves with their QL style machine and are proud
of their computer Therefore their commitment
leads to new software developments. Of course it
is less than in a computer scene with millions of
users, but there is something going on at least. Ai
the moment Q40/Q60 users are the driving force
on both the hardware and software side. The
speed and capabilities of the Q40 speaks for
itself and I don'l need to tell you again here
Therefore I concentrate on the software issue.
Without Q40 there would be no high color driver,
no sample sound systern, no sound device. These
developmenls are essential for the QL because
of the technical progress and especially because
of the motivation boost. Beside systern software
Q40 stimulates development of user applications,
for example:

lmage viewer pqiv (JPG, GIF TlFt PCX, PNG, PlC,

generates backgrounds)
- lmage vrewer photon
-QSPlayer sound player

Sox sound conversion program, soundtoy sound
player

" Sprited high color sprite editor produces high
color icons and bitmaps
QL 3D modeller and viewer (Adobe lllustrator
and .SVG lormal output)

-Color chooser
- Q*bert high color game
-high color POVray ray tracer

high color fractal software
Linux plus thousands of programs, including ln-

ternet access, Web browser: word and image
processing, CD burning, mp3, relational database
system, etc.

2) Now the QLer is used to lntel PC and MSDOS, For the ones who like lo expand the original QL I

he is ready for M$ Windows and the software hope that GoldFire can be finished, I prefer the

emulator QPC. concept of a complete computer like Q40/Q60,
3) Now the {ormer QLer uses mainly Windows nevertheless I think the GoldFire card is much

and a little QPC, 0r even leaves the SMSQ/E more preferable than buying an lntel PC (plus

world completely. Windows, plus QPC program) for the purpose of

I think the only chance to survive is to keep the using QL software.
rest of the Qlers close to the QL, We need to So, if you want to save the QL, stick io the QLI

avoid complete migration to Windows and lntel May it be QL or GC or SGC or Q40 or Q60 or

PC, otherwise the QL will be dead soon Some possibly GoldFire or what other kind of QL may

times I fear its already too late. QPC gets pushed be invented, lt is very late, but maybe it is not too
by the QL traders, while they don't care as much late yet, Long live the QLI
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UsinS PRINT*[J51N{G
David Denham

Most of us now have and use Toolkit 2 on our
systems, But how many of us make full use of
the facilities it offers? I don't, and recently had a
look at the manual in more detail.
I had never really even appreciated that the
PRINT-USll,iG command exrsted, lei alone used it
much I have written SuperBASlC programs in the
past for my own business, and now realise lhat
lhic nnmmrnr{ '^,^,'ld h^,,^ ^^m^;^,'-^{,,1 i^" +^"il ilJ \,\/r ilil ror ru vv\Jutu ildvtr; \,u| tu I t uJglul lul lul
matting some printed output. At the time I wrote
my own rather clumsy routines to do a similar

tob, bui PRINT*USING is now proving very useful.

To quote frorn the Toolkit 2 manual,
'PR,NT-USING is a fixed farmat yersion of the
DPll\lT nnmmrnr].r i\ltYl uvitIltqliv.

PRINT*USING #channel , format-s tring,
1 is t-o f-items*to-pr ind

Basically, it works like ordinary PRINT but you
can specify a "format' string which tells the
command how to format or lay out the printed
output. For example, if you are using floating
point variables to store monetary values, it is

useful to be able to ensure that a figure like ten
pounds and twenty pence is printed in a pre-
dictable fixed format such as t10 20 rather than
lhe strange looking 10.2

Control of how the command prints items is by
means of special characters embedded in the
"format-string" The Toolkit 2 manual describes
this string as being a "template" for how to print
the list of items that follow
lf any of these characters are found in the
"forrnat-string":

+-#*r.J\r"$@

PRINT-USING starts to perform a certain type of
character or number formatting. lf the character it
came across in the 'format-siring' was not one
of these, it prinls the characte[ so for example
PRINT*USING #1, ttl2j4abcdt' just prints
1234abcd,

The simplest option is using the @ symbol lf you
need to print one of the special characters in the
format string, just precede rt with an @character,
PRINT*USTNG #1, 'r@$"

lf either the single quote or double quote sym-
bols are rnet within the string, the text bounded
by that syrnbol rs written out "as is" - this is useful

for including currency names or abbreviations
when printing nurneric values, or just simply for
printing of simple text.

A \ symbol acts like a backslash separator in

SuperBASlC - it forces the command to print a

newline at that point.

The other special characters allow you to
determine how values are prrnted - are they left
justified, fixed width, decimal format, exponent/
mantissa format and so on, These are described
as "field' options. An itern is taken frorr the print
list for each field and printed in the format de-
scribed by the field. Basically, the first field takes
the first parameter after the format string in the
command, the second field takes the second
item after the format string and so on.

fialri lrrna nrinlinn #nrmal
r rvrv r Y v9 vt tt tftt IE tvt I I lut

##### strings: printed left justified in the
specified f ield size, or simply
chopped to fit the space
number: print the integer value
right justified

xx**x print the integer value right lustified.
lf the number of digits of the inte-
ger is less than the space indicated
by the number of asterisks, the
empty part is filled with asterisks.

####"## probably the most comnron style,
where the number is printed as a
decimal number with the specified
number of decimal places

***)r.x* likg fisfifi.*$ but any unused Spa-

ces on the left of the number filled
with asterisks

##,###.## ii[as fissfi.fifr but with commas to
separate the thousands value {as
most people would write large num-
bers

**, x*x. *x aS sfi,sss.fis but with unuSed
spaces to the left of the number
filled with asterisks

*# "####t t t tprint numbers in exponent form, the- denotes an optional sign
+s.ssssilil print numbers in

exponent form, the + denotes that
the fornr always includes a sign

Note that ihe format of the last two versions
above is compulsory - it must start with either a
+ or - character; one hash followed by either a

comrna or full stop and end with the 4
exclamation marks.
The decimal number fields specified can have a
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couple of further options to control how negative
numbers are printed, and whether positive num-
bers have a plus sign. lf a field is placed within
brackets, negative numbers will be printed en-
closed with brackets to denoie negative (or

debit) items. The use of brackets to denote
negative numbers is common practice in

accountancy and business circles PRINT-USING
fi1,'(s*fi rr11)', I would print [100)

lf a - is placed in front of or after the field, nega
tive numbers are preceded or followed by a -

syrnbol
pRrNT_usrNG "*##. ##",-! prints -1.00 whereas
pRrNT_usrNG "##. ##-" ,-! prints 1.04- which
may be more acceptable in a business environ-
ment look at some bank statements which
show debits in this format

Using the - syrnbol before or after a field means
that the number's sign is only printed if the value
is negative; if a + symbol is used instead the sign
is always preceded by or followed by (depending
on where you put the + symbol) the sign
whether negative or positive.
PRIN?_USING it###. ##+,, ,50+50 would print 100+

PRINT*USING has a facility to help users in

countries where a comma is used as the decimal
separator; e.g. Brilish currency uses the full stop
as a decimal point (100,50) whereas some coun-
tries would use a comma (100,50). ln the exam-
ples above, the character could be replaced by
a comma symbol to use that as the decimal se-
parator where commas are preferred.
pRrNT_usrNG n###,##",100 would print 100,00

Obviously, there is some possible scope for con-
fusion beiween the comma used to separate
thousands and hundreds, so PRINT-USING as-
sumes that the last , or . found in the field is used
as the decimal separator and the first used as
the thousands separator (which may be either a

dot or a comma). One further twist is that there is
an option to allow a thousands separator to be
used without printrng a decimal point by placing
the decimal point separator at the end of the field
(it is not printed if placed at the end of the field):
pRrNT_USTNQ u ###,###. u,999999 prints 999,999

lncidentally, if the number to be printed will not fit
into the space allocated by the field specified,
you ll get a row of asterisks instead. 1iy this:

PRrNT_USTNG'##.##r,1000
will print five asterisks, as 1000.00 will not fit into
the 5 sPaces indicated bY fis,un

The $ symbol inserted in a field will insert a
floating currency symbol which will be printed
next to the number rather than to the left of ihe
field size indicated, You might expect
PRINT_USTNG x$f,#### 

" ##w, LA
to print f 10,00 bui in fact it will eliminate the
spaces between the currency symbol and the
number: giving t10.00. ln effect, the currency
symbol goes between any spaces padding out
the field width and the number itsell so if there is
space for 4 digits before the decimal point and
the number is two digits long before a decimal
point, the currency syrnbol comes af ter two
spaces, i.e. ,2 spaces, (currency symbol,
,numbep

The conclusion has to be that PRINT-USING is a
somewhat fiddly command to use, and the format
of the field strings are not easy to remember
Once you have played with it a bit, the comrnand
becomes surprisingly powerful, although some
careful planning will be needed to get the result
you need and it will certainly pay to experiment a

little first to find out what is possible

Here is a short BASIC program for doing
currency conversions between Pounds Sterling
and U.S. Dollars,
100 CLS : CLS #0
110 REPeat convert
120 INPUT #0rtExchange rate? t;xrate
1-30 INPUT #0,rAnount f,t;pounds
140 PRINT-USING n$L####"## 

= $$####.##\\",
pounds, xrsf,sxpounds
150 END REPeat convert

Line 120 gets the exchange rate (for example 1.5)

while line 130 asks you to enter the original
amount in pounds. The rather fearsome looking
line 140 arranges the output of something like

f 10.00 = $15,00
The first part $[ arranges that a Pound Sterling
currency symbol is placed in front ol the original
amount of money, the amount is taken from the
first parameter after the format string (pounds)
and inserted where denoted by the fil5{ fiilfis.lls
part. The short text after the .sfi is printed as is',

re. the '=' symbol, then the $$ part inserts a U S.

dollar currency symbol, then the second
sffsfi.fifi takes care of formatting the oulput
amount calculated by the last parameter
(xrate*pounds). Obviously, if you preferred the
dollars and cents separated by commas, you
could change the second llfifis,ss ls sssll ns
As it stands, the program is limited to handling
values up to 9,999 pounds or dollars, since my
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surlr1,fllt statements only allow room for 4 digits. PRINT-USING statement.
PRINT-USING can be used to format printed Here is a short program to allow you to enler
output on paper too, thanks to QL device credits and debits and produce a neat listing
independence Simply open a channel to the rather like a statement. Debits are entered as
printer and use that channel number in a negative numbers, but printed in brackets.

ch=1
INPUT #0r'Opening balance' lbalanee
PRINT #eh,tOpening amount ' T0 50;
PRTNT_USTNG #eh,' ($'##,###.##)\"batance
REFeat loop
INPUT #0rtEnter payment name or details t;p$
INPUT #0, rEnter credit/debit anount I lamount
PRINT #ch,p$ T0 60; I hope the article helps to illustrate
PRINT-USING #ch, " ($'##, ###.##) rr, anount that despite the initial impression of
PRINT T0 70; being a complex command to use,
balance = balance+amount PRINT_USING is one Of thOSe

100
110
L20
130
7/+A

ba
160
L70
180
190
200
270
220

PRINT_USTNG #ch, " ($'##, ###.##)\",balance
END REPeat loop

useful but not often used little gems
hidden in Toolkit 2.

l-lP Frintens and Qfs
(Partr 1)
Feter Fox

Hewlett Packard printers all use a Printer
Cornmand Language or 'PCl-' and a large part of
interfacing the QL with an HP Printer revolves
around this point, Most HP Printers embody
PCL3 and, by and large, any HP printer which
uses PCL3 will behave exactly like another
Howevef this will not apply to ihe more exotic
fonts which are occasionally added to HP prin-

ters.
What I will deal with in this article is producing dri-
vers for the Psion 4 and also Exchange which
will mean that these programmes will output hard
copy on an HP printer ln later articles I will explain
the detail of these which will make it easier for
the reader to write their own drivers.
So far; I have not mentioned TextBT and this is a
specral case since there are a set of deskjet
drivers available which work more widely than
ihe supporting text suggests This is because
most HP printers use PCL3. Using this, you may
lose the use of some of the more exotrc fonts at

the far end ot the list but this is, in my opinion,
balanced by the fact that one driver will work
with most HP printers A further point with HP
printers is that most of them these days need an

IBM computer to make them work but will also
say that 'Under DOS they use PCL3'. What this
means is that you can use any PCL3 printer as a
deskjet from either QPCl or QPC2. lt is almost a

case of plng it in and it will go quite surprisingly.

The emulaiion means that you are working
sufficiently closely to the IBM system to be able
to use the new HP printers to give you hard
copy from an HP printer
ln my particular case, I printed this article from
TextBT using the Deskiet driver on an HP li50c
Olfice Jet prlnter
The next part of this article involves the use of
'lnstall-bas' which is the Psion program which
allows you to produce new printer drivers. Once
this program is run up, you will be presented with
a list of printers together with the note that the
most recently installed printer was whichever
printer you have. Editing the file (using F2) gives
you the standard printer commands some of
which I will deal with in this article.
All HP printers have parallel interfaces so that the
entry for the Port must reflect your hardware. lf
you are using the Centronics converter that is
attached to one of ihe serial ports, then the
entry for the Port will be 'serial'. Since I do not
use continuous forms, I have set the lines per
page to 66 and the characters per line to B0 ln
my experience HP printers need CR,LF for the
end of lrne code, not putting in the CR makes the
print disappear off the side of the paper and it is
not printed out
There is one special rule when using HP printer
Commands, the last letter in the entry must be
Upper Case. This tells the printer that the Com-
mand stops at this poini This will be lmportant
later because it is possible to combine com-
mands which can make the commands shorter
but more difficult to decode.
The next two entries in the printer commands
are the Preamble and the Postamble. HP use
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'ESC'*'E' {decimal equivalents 27,69) as

the reset sequence which would be ade
quate for the Preamble provided the prin"

ter defaults into the correct font The HP

reset is a good idea at the end as it puts

the printer back into its default state, lf you

wanted to print envelopes which are done
in Landscape orientation on HF printers,

the commands to set the printer are:
'ESC'*'&'*'l'*'1'*'O' (decimal equivalents
27,38,108,49,79). Another command
that can be set here is the Print Pitch
Thrs uses the command
'ESC'*'('*'s'+fi+s+'[-{' where the twO '#'

symbols indicate numeric fields as in '1'*'0'

or'L'+'2' for 10 or 12 pitch.

The next four entries cover bold and un-

derline and I am laying these out in a table,

Decimal Equiv.
'ESC'*'{'o's'n'3'*'B' 27,4CI,115,51,66
'ESC'*'('*'s'o'0'*'B' 27,4O,LL!,48,66
'ESC'*'&'*'d'*'1'*'D' 27,38,100,49,68
'f $Q'*'$'+'fl'+"' 27,38,100,64

Bold 0n
Bold Off
Underline On
Underline Off

This underline is a single fixed underline but double fixed
and single and double floating underlines are also
available.

I will not deal with subscripts and superscipts in this
article since these require vertical movement plus small
characters plus a return vertical rnovement which will be
unworkable unless the commands are combined.
lianslates are very personal. I use them to print out ''',
',' and setting the printer to print 12 characters per inch
so that you can change the print size within a printer
document.

Assernbler Fal't &
Nornnan Dunbar

ln the last iutorial article, we looked ai how easy
it was to extend SuperBasic with new proce-

dures and functions. Hopefully you all tried out
the homework I left for you to do, if not, there will

be points deducted from your final score at the
end of the coursel
ln this article, we shall take a look at the QL's
screen memory and how to play around with it. I

won't be writing any extensions to SuperBasic
this time, but you could extend some o{ the
routines to do so yourselves, and extend Super-
Basrc to your heart's content.

The Screen
lnside the original QL, there were supposed to
be two screen areas. As it turned out, the final
product only had one, but some memory was still

left around for the second. Unfortunately, the
second screen's memory has been partially

overwritten by the system variables and so can-
not be safely used To all intents and purposes,
we can ignore that second screen and concen-
trate on the primary screen itselt This is the one
we can all use.
Nowadays, we have all sorts o{ screen modes
and resolutions and with the coming of the Q40,
we have nurnerous colours as well. As an old lag,

I deal in mode 4 and mode I only but as I use a

QXL mostly (l am awaiting delivery of QPC 2
even as I type, and hopefully it will have arrived
by the time you read thisl) I also have more reso-
lution that the old 512 by 256 that the original QL
was limited to.

I also have no documentation regarding the reso-
lutions available on other emulators, cards etc so
I cannot deal with those here- perhaps someone
with more detailslknowlege could write a follow
up article for an Aurora, Super Gold Card, Q40
etc. (Pleasel)
ln the old days, 512 by 256 was the best you
could expect - and only on 4 colours - red, black,
green and white. lf you wanted more colours, you
only had 256 by 256 to play with, however you
did get to use blue, yellow magenta and cyan as
well -it was a trade off, as with most things com
puter related.
OK, here is how it was in the old days , the
screen starts at address $20000 or 131072 in the
QL's memory. Each line on the screen, all 256 of
them, use 128 bytes to hold the colour informa-
tion for the pixels in the line This implies that a

QL screen takes up 32K of memory, and indeed
this is the case. To get the screen memory
address of pixel xy {x = dots across and y = 6o1t
down) a calculation similar to the following was
used,

address = 131072 * (y x 128) + lNTtx / 4)
This is because each scan line [or row down the
screen) starts tr28 bytes on from the previous line
hence {y * 128). Each row has 512 pixels in it
{even in mode Bl) so the dots across are 5I2|I2B
= 4. This is why the dots across (or x) rnust be
divided by 4.

DON'T EVER ASSTjME TF{AT TI.i€ TWCI PARA.
GRAPHS ABOVE ARE TRUE. The vaTious new
cards and graphics modes have chagned all of
the above. 0n my QXL, I can see the screen at
the above address only when I run it in QL 512 by
256 mode. The other modes use more memory
and in different places, so any program that
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writes to the screen at the original addresses will For those of you who care about these things,
probably cause carnage within the QXL and lead the base of the screen address is at offset $32 in

to unexplained crashes later on - if not straight the channel definition block, while the srze, in

away. li must always be assumed the the old bytes, of a scan iine is at offset $64. {Except is

ways have gone forever and we must always QDOS version is less than 1.03, in which case,
calculate the screen start address and how long the scan line size is always i28 bytes,)
a scan line is before trying to access the How to get this information? Easy, given the
memory. following code which assumes that A0.L holds a

channel id for a scr- or con- channel,

ser-stuff noveq #sd*extop, d0
uloveq #*L,d3
lea extop, a2
trap #3
tst.l d0
bne.s done

Trap eode
Timout
Routine to call via sd-extop
Do it
OK?
No, ba1-e out Dl- = A1 = garbage

got_them

done

too_o1d

So given that we have a channel id in A0 we can
extract the required informatron from the channel
definition block by using the SD-EXTOP trap.
This trap takes the address of a routine to call in

A2, parameters for the routine in D1, D2 and A1, a
channel id in A0 and returns with D1 and A1
holding values returned from the routine called
and an error code in D0.
The way we are using it here we don't need any
parameters on the way in, bui coming out, Dl.W
holds the scan-line size and A2.L holds the
address for the start of the screen memory.
The actual routine itself gets presented with ihe
channel definition block's address in A0, not the
channel id. Within the routine we copy the screen
base address into 41 and the scan-line size into
D1.W and return.
On exit, we need to know if the scan-line size is
correct so we call QDOS again to get the
version of QDOS in D2. As this corrupts Dl we
first save it on the stack. After the trap, D2 holds
the ASCII representation of the QDCS version,
for example'1,02"or'2.10" or possibly "1m03' for
some 'foreign'ROMS {Foreign as in not UKI)

To test for lhe version we simply mask out the
dot or the rn or whatever from D2 and if the
version is less than 1x03, we simple set D1!V to
128 as this is the only value allowed. All other
QDOS versions from 1x03 onwards have the
correct scan-line size in Dl.W

move.w af,-(aZ) i Need to cheek qdos, save scan--line
moveq #mt-inf,d0 ; Trap to get qdos version
trap #t ; Get it (no errors)
move.v (a?)+,dl ; Retrieve scaruline value
andi.l #$ff00ffff,d2 t D2 = qdos, nask out the dot in r'1.03" eto
cmpi"l #$3!0WA34,d2 j Test for "1x03" where x = don't eare
bcs.s too-old ; Less than 1.03 is too o1d
rts ; Finisbed

nove"w #L28,d:" ; Must be J"2B bytes
rts ; A11 done

So, on exit, A1.L holds the screen address and
Dl.W holds the scan-line size in bytes, This scan
width is uselul because we can use it to discover
the maximum width of the screen in pixels,
provided we know the mode - and I am talking
abount mode 4 and B only here because that is
all I know aboutl
lf we have, as I have on my QXL, a scan-line of
160 bytes, what is this telling me? lt says that the
number of pixels across the screen will fit into
one scan-line of 160 bytes ln rnode 4 I know that
one word of memory hotds the data for B

individual pixels. ln mode 8, I know ihat one word
in memory holds the data for 4 pixels. (Or as My
wife Alison refers to them,'pixies'.)
As there are 16 bits in a word we can assume
correctly thai two bits hold the data for mode 4
pixels and 4 bits hold the data for mode B pixels.

Thus we have 160 bytes times B bits and divided
by 4 to give 640 pixels across in mode 4. ln

mode B the answer will be 320 BUT the screen
width is always the mode 4 width Only the pixels
double up in mode B, so plotting point 639,0 in

mode B still worksl (or is it 0,639 - I can never
remember!)
Our calculation above still works because the
memory address of a pixel is now :

screen-base + (y * screen-width) n INT(x / 4)
and ihis works even on a QXL. We come back to
this later
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Mode 4 - screen memory usage
So, as I said above, we have two bits per pixel

{or B pixels per memory word) in mode 4. How
does this work? Mode 4 allows 4 colours, in
binary the numbers from 0 to 3 can be repre-
sented by two bits. Colours are also represented
by 'digits'in that if you add two colours together
you get a different colour (ok, contrived link, but
bear with mel).

The word in memory is used as follows 
'+-------* --------*--+

Green byte bits I nea byte bits
765432ra I ZAr432Lo

And that is how it works in rnode 4 0k so we
know the screen address (or do we, think about
it) and we know how to poke values into the
correct location s0 we can now write directly to
the screen can't we? More later keep those brain
cells ticking over for now There is something I

have noi yet mentioned.

Mode B - screen mernory LJSage
ln mode B we have B different colours. To repre-
sent the values 0 to 7 we need at least 3 bits. As
there is flashing allowed in mode 4, we need a bit
tor flash on or flash o{{ as well. 4 bits per pixel is
wahr we need and that is what we use.
ln this mode, the green byte and the red byte are
at the same addresses as in mode 4 with the
green being even and the red being odd, but the
layout is different. The green byte shares with
the flash bit where the green bit is the odd
nurnbered bit (7, 5, 3, 1) and the flash bits are in

the even bits (6, 4, 2, q. A similar arrangement
goes on in the red byte with the red bits being
even and the blue being odd. So the layout looks
like this:
+-------- -----------+

00
01
10
11

n

1
2
3

ggeggegg I "rrrrrrr

black
red
green
whi-te

+-----*-- ----*+

So white rs represented by all colours mixed
together: black by the lack of all colours and red
and green by themselves.
ln memory we have the green byte and the red
byte in each word, The green byte is at an even
address while the red byte is at the odd address.
We use the corresponding bit rn each byte to
represent the colour for a single pixel as follows,
+--*--*-- ----*----+
I creen byte bits I nea byte bits I

lto543zro I za543zro ltt
t-------------------l
loooo1111 loror-ororl
+--

Combining the same bits from each byte we get
the following table:
+------*- ----+

BitlValuelcolour

I cre"n byte bits I nea byte bits
lrar432Lo I20513 2r.o
It---------
lCref ef gf lrbrbrbrb
+-*---*-- -*-*-*--*-*+

Again the values for the colours represnt the
mixing of the reds, greens and blues - much like
colours in nature are lust mixes of red, blue and
yellow. (Light and inks mix differently and so have
different primary colours. ln photography, we use
red, cyan and magental)
The colours are as follows,
+--**-*-- --*--*+
I colour I cns I vatue I

+------*- ---*--+
black
blue
red
magenta
green
cyan
yellow
white

00010

11016

001
010

1
2

011_ I 3
100 I /,

111177
6

5
/r

3
2
I
0

00
01"

00
Itt

r_0

11
L0
1i-

black
red
black
red
green
white
red
white

I creen byte bits I nea byte bits
lzor432Lo I tar432Lo
t---------
looooolol I roo1111o
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lgnoring the flash bits and combining the appro-
priate bits from each byte we get the following
table:
+-- --------+

Bitslcnelcolour
010
001
1l-1-
1_10

red
blue
black
ye1low

+-------- ---*+

The flash bits are strange. At the beginning o{
each scan line, the flashing is iurned off until
such time as a flash bit is set this turns llashing
on until the next flash bit which is set is found.
This turns flash off again - so the flash bits act
like a toggle turning flash on and off each time a

set bit is found. Most books I have read on the
subject totally ignore the flash bits after this
discussion - I arn golng to go into it rn much more
depth, Well that was a lie, I'm notl

That calculation again !

Have you had a good think about caclulaiing
screen addresses for pixels then? Better still,

have you thought about the problem I hinted at
above? What is the problem then?
lf each word of the screen memory holds data
for either B or 4 pixels, then how can we calcu-
late the correct address for each pixel, because
it is (now) obvious that the address for the first B

pixels in each row will be the same in mode 4 {or
4 prxels in mode B) so our wonderful calculatron
above needs a bit of tweaking to make it work
correctly.
ln mode 4, the screen address changes every 8
pixels across. So where x is 0 to 7, the screen
address is the same, for x = B to 15 it is the next
word of memory and so on. The word that the x
pixel lives in is found by the calculation, but the
actual pixel within that group of B pixels is not
found. Follow?
Assume row zero and pixel 2, this gives screen
address =

base addness + (0 " scan width) + INT(2 / 4)
0r

baseaddress+0+0
or

base address
This is the same address for pixel 0 through
pixel 7 For pixels B to 15 it will be:

base address + {0 " scan width) + IhlT(8 / 4)
or

base addre$$ + 2
s0 we know the memory word, but not the actual
bits within it Remember bits 7 = pixel 0, bit 6 =

pixel 1 and so on down (up?) to bit 0 for pixel 7

How do we get to a value between 0 and 7 from
any x value? lf we AND the x value with 7 that
will give us a value between 0 and 7 won't it
lets see:

I x I xANDz I
76
54
32
10

0
1
2

3
/,
E

6
7
8
9

10
11

f---- ---------- -+
and so on. Are these the correct values for
bits in the word that we want? liy this:
+---- --*----*----*--+
lxn'mzlcorrectl
llbitl
+-*----*----**---**-+

the

0
1_

z
a

1

7
b

5
/-

3(
6
7

2
1
0

l.,lot quite it would appea[ but we could always
subtract {x AND 7) from 7 couldn't we? That
would give the correct answer So a solution is at
hand. lt we subtract the result of {x AND 7) from
7, we get the correct bit number in each byte of
the calculated memory word, Yippee (or is it -

read on )

Not quite, I'm alraid. lf we have the memory
address, we can extract the current contents- we
must preserve the other 7 pixels when we plot
this one remember - so we need to mask out the
same bit in each byte of the screen word, lf we
used the subtraction method identified above, we
would needs bucket loads of testing and masking
to figure out which bit is required. We need
another melhod. Before we get to that, how
exactly shall we preserve the current pixels?
Remember lhat a pixel is defined by a single bit in
the green byte and the corresponding bit in the
red byte of the screen word. To set a pixel we
must first set its two biis to zero (or black) and
then set the two bits according to the requested
colour This turns out to be quite simple.
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First create a mask where the bit to be changed
in the red and green bytes are set to zero and
every other bit is set to 1 lf we AND this mask
word with the screen word we effectively set
that one pixel to black. So far so good. Next set
a new mask where the single bit in each byte is

the requested green or red bit and all the rest are
zero. lf we now OR this word with the screen
word we have set the pixel to our requested
colour Too many words, lets have an example.
Our screen shows the following colours in the
first I pixels:

red green green black black white red white
This means that we have the following two bit
values for each pixel,

01 10 10 00 00 1r_ 01 r_1

Which means that we have the following word in
ffieffiOr!:

01100101 1000011-L = $6587
Now let us assume that we want to colour the
first pixel {currently red) to white. So our mask to
clear that bit (bit 7 in each byte) needs to be set
to

011LLl-11 0111111-L = $7f7f
Now we AND this word with the screen word to
get the tollowing ,

011001-01- 10000111 = $6587
01-111111- 01111111 = $7f7f

01100101 00000111- = 865A7
Note now that the first pixel has been set to 00

{blt 7 from both bytes) so it has effectively been
set to black
Next we need a white pixel so the colour mask
tor white must have a I in bit 7 of each byte. The
rest must be zero to preserve the current colours
of all the other pixels. Our mask must b0:

10000000 10000000 = $8080
So if we now OR this into the (new) screen word
we get the tollowing:

01100101 00000111 = $5507

'0000000 
t_0000000 = $80A0

11100101 1000011-L = $E597
Taking all the bits into colour values we get this:

11 10 10 00 00 1_1 01 1_1

which translates back to the following colours,
white green green black black white red white

Dl.W = x (aeross)
DZ.W = y (down)
D3.W = colour (O to Z)

Success, we have preserved all other pixels and
set the first one to white. Now we know how to
do it to one pixel, it is the sarne for all the other
7, but the masks need to be changed for each
pixel. How?
lf we decide to change pixel 0 {as above) the
masks are $7f7f and $8080. This is easy. lf we
want pixel 1 to be changed the masks are rota-
ted one bit to the right becoming $bfbf and 4040
and so on. Look again at our table above where
we show the resuit of (x AND 7) and the correct
bit in the screen word- notice that if we assume
that pixel 0 is being changed we can rotate the
masks by (x AND 7) bits to get the correct
masks for whichever pixel we try to set, as the
following table shows,
+---------- ---------+
I Pixet | (x am ?) | utn Masx I oR uasx I

+---------* ---------+
0111_1111_
10111111
L10r_1111
11L01111
11110111
LLll_101x
t"11L1l_0L
1i.111110

10000000
01000000
00100000
00010000
00001000
00000r_00
00000010
0000000r.

I have only shown il;yrc;i **n-*mk, the
other byte is identical - this should allow Dilwyn
to get the table into the magazine!
Looking at the table, we see that the result of {X
AND 7) is the pixel we need to set in the screen.
lf we start with a mask suitable for pixel 0 and
ROTATE ii to the right by (x AND 7) biis, we get
the correct mask for that pixel This also works
for our colour mask as well. Things sometimes
become clear when you switch to binary, espe-
cially in graphics situations!
We now have the basics for a mode 4 'pixel

setting' routine. Lets try it out.
Assume that we want to set the colour of any
pixel on the screen to any of the 4 colours we
want in mode 4. We can actually use any of the
mode B colours because only bits 2 and 1 will be
used. This means that a mode I colour of blue
(value 001) will result in a mode 4 value black
(value 00) being set for the appropriate pixel
This is exactly how SuperBasic would handle it.

We will use the registers as follows,

0
1
2
3
1
,
6
?

n

1
2
3
/,

5
o
7

x----------
x In D3 bit 2 is green and bit l- is red, we ilon't neeil any other bits, so get
x rid of them now. Tben shift tbe Green bit into bit 15 of D4 and tlre red into
x bit 7 of D3 .".
*----------
start bra plot-inlt ; Call bere (start + 4) to initialise tbings
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plot*4 bsr.s calc ; Get 41 = screen address
andi.w #6,d3 ; D3 = 00000000 00000GR0 (sbowing all bits)
lsl.w #6,d3 i D3 = 0000000c R0000000
move"w d3,d/, i D4 = 0000000G R0000000
Is1.r,r #7 ,d/' t Dt+ = GR000000 00000000
or.w d4,d3 t D3 = GR00000G R0000000
andi.w #$8080,d3 t D3 = G0000000 R0000000 (keep botb bits ?)

*----------
x D3.tJ is now set to a colour nask for pixel 0. This is where we want to start"
x Now we need to build a mask to clear out pixel 0 as we1l. This is easy - use the
x val-ue fnon the table above. Tben we can start rotatlng tlrem into the correet
* position as detailed above"
*--------*-

nove.w #$7t7t,d2 ; AND mask = 10000000 10000000
andi.w #1,dL ; (x AND 7) in d1
ror.w dL,dz ; Build correct AND mask
ror.w d1rd3 ; Build correct 0R nask (colour)
and.w d2, (a1) ; AND out tbe changing pixel
or.w d3,(a1) ; 0B in tbe (new) colour
noveq #0,d0 ; No errors
rts ; A1l done

x----------
x Calculate the screen address for the x and y values passed i"n D1 and 02.
x' Trashes AL, D4 and D5.
N The routine plot-init nust have been called to initialise the screen addresses
x and sean line widtbs BEFORE ealling tbis routine"
it- - - --* -- --
calc lea scr-baseral ; Wbere we hold the screen base address

nove"l (a1)+rd0 ; Fetch the screen base atlilress
nove.w (a1),d6 ; And the sean line size
novea.l dO,aL ; Get tbe screen base where lre want it

it----------
x D1.W = x across value
x Dz.W = y alown value
x D3.W = ink colour required
x D5.W = scan line size
* A1.L = sereen base ailtiress
*----------

nove"w d2rd5 ; Copy y value (aown)
ext.l d, ; }Je get a long result next ...
nulu d6,d5 ; Multiply by scan*li.ne si.ze
adda.l d5,a1 ; A1 = eorrect scan line adciress

move.rrr dlrd/+ ; Copy x value
lsr.w #2,d1 i DI = INT(x / zr)

bclr #0,d/, ; Make even = green byte in scan-line
adda.w d4raL ; A1 = correct sereen worcl address
rts ; Done

x----------
* Tbis routine must be called once before usi.ng the above plot routines. It
x initialises the screen base adclress and scan the widtb fron tbe cbarnel
x definition block for SuperBasic cbarurel #0.
x----------
plot-init suba.l a0,a0 ; Cbannel id for #0 is always 0

lea scr-baseral ; Pararneter passed to extop routine
lea extopra2 ; Actual routine to call
moveq #sd-extoprdO ; Trap code
lnoveq #-L,d3 ; Tinout
trap #3 ; Do it
tst.l d0 ; 0K ?

bne"s done ; No, bale out D1 = A1 = garbage

got-tbem nove.w d1,-(a7) ; Need to check qdos, save scan-line
noveq #nt-inf,dO ; Trap to get qdos version (preseves A1)
trap #L ; Get it (no errors)
move.w (a7)+rdl- ; Retrieve sca&-1ine value
andi.l #$ff00ffff,d2 

' 
DZ = qdos, mask out the dot in n1.0Jt'etc

-34
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&$pread
As QSpread is one of the programs most used by JN/S himsell a number of changes were
more than overdue We have added a number of useful features which make using Qspread
even better,
Apart from some fine-tuning {the print icon now prints the currently marked block or page),
export suggests a constructed filename to save you typing, string input appear near cursor
etc. we have added a couple of other things,
Password protection, You can now protect the sheets with a password which is requested
next time somebody (or you) tries to load the sheet As we had to build it on existing
structures the protection is not strong, but it will protect it against people peeking at your
sheets,
One of the best new features is the context menu. Right-clicking the sheet will pop up the
context rnenu, and it is so useful once you get used to it: the default item will be "mark right
end of block", but other options are, for example, number format, Justification, set column width
and, of course, all the useful grid manipulation commands for inserting and deleting rows and
columns The context menu works on the current block {if clicked into a currently marked
block), or on the current cell (if clicked outside of a block), lvlarkrng a block can now be done
by holding the SHIFT key while you click with the mouse. You'll find it more than usefull

Upgrade from Q$pread 99 EUR 15 - f10
Upgrade fnorn older QSpread verslons fUR 30 - e20
QSpread 2001 - New version EUR 65 - [43.33

Postogeondpockoge[Germony]DM8,99.,,*ffi-thenonlyDM5,99).
[Europe] f 4,50 (if totol volue of goods is under f '15 then only f 3).

[Overcecs] between US$7.50 (1 item) ond U5$17.50 (moximum).

All prices incl. 16% VA.T. {con be deducted fororders from non-EU-countries}.
Cheques in DM, EURO, Eurocheques ond Credit Cords occepted,
Pleose note: Prices ore bosed on on overoge exchonge rote of fl ronging between DM 3,10 ond DM 3,20. Prices m-oy be odjusted
in cose the exchonge rote folls out of this ronge - in both directions!
We con chorge your credit cords in f 's, US$, EUR0 or in DM - pleose stote the currencyyou prefer.
Pleose do not send ony UK bonk cheques in f - our bonks hove increosed the
fee for hondling them by 600% (no joke!) so we connot occept them
onymore, unless you cdd f 6 for cleoring the cheque. E&OE.

Wl1
y,sA
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- 
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enpi"1 #$3LA$A3/r,d2
bcs.s too_old

save move.w d1, (a1)

done rts

too-old move"w #128rdL
bra.s save

; Test for n1203il where ? = donrt care
; Less than 1.03 is too o1d

; Store the sean-line si,ze

; Finished

; Must be 128 bytes
; Save D1 and exit

extop

Problerns
0k, so what, if anything is wrong with the plot-4
routine? The answer is that there is n0 checking
to see if the x and y values are out o{ range. lf
you try to plot say pixel 2000, 494 the chances
are that it would corrupt something in memory
(probably a system variable) with either imme
diate or later results.
It is probably easy to check the x value {or
across) because there are B pixels per word In
mode 4 so multiplying the scan line width {in
bytes) by 4 should give the maximum resolution
across. lndeed, on my QXL, this works out. My
scan line is 160 bytes and the maximum resolu-
tion is 640 across by 480 down. 160 times 4 is
indeed 640 Unfortunately, I cannot think or find a
method of calculating the maximum display reso-
lution in the'downward' direction.
It may be true that all current display resolutions
that are 640 accross rnust be 480 down, but is
this true or not? lt appears not. A quick check
with the demo version of QPC 2 (an old demo
version at that) shows that lt can have the

move.l $32(aO),(aL)+ ; Fetch tbe scan-line length & store it
move.w g6zr(aO)rA:- ; Fetch tbe sereen base - don't store it
moveq #0rd0 ; No errors
ris ; done

*----------
l( Set aside some storage space to bold the screen base and scan*line widtb. Tlris
It saves having to calculate it every time we plot a slngle pixel"
t(--------**
scv-base ds.1 1
seauline ds.w l-

And that is the end ol the code. To use the RfSpR) some heap and LByTtS the code file to
above in your assembly language programs that address and CALL it. This initialises the
simply call plot*init once to set up Jhe screen system by calling plot_init. Now simply CALL
base and scan line widths, then call plot-4 as abdress, x, y, coloilr bnd the points will tiaplotted,
often as you like. Easy stuff. [/ake sure you are in mode 4 or the resuits may
To test this code out frorn SuperBasic, ALCHP {or be a bit crazyl An example program follows,

1000
1005
1010
L0t5
1020
L025
1030
LA35
L0/*0

PLOT-INIT = RESPR(256): REMark &rougtr space for plot-8 as well!
PL0T-4=PIOT-INIT+/r
LBYTES flp1 f,lot-bin, PL0T-INIT
CALL PLOT_1N17
FOR across = 0 to 100

FOR down = 0 to 100
CALL PL0T*4, across, doua, RND(0 to 7)

END FOR down
END FOR across

following resolutions (across by down)'
+---**-*-----*+
lx lv I

+-**----*-----+
51,2
610
610
800

tlz/+
Lt52
1280
1600

255
400
480
600
768
861

102/+
1200

+----**-**----+

5o we can already see that detecting a 640
pixels across resolution leads to a decision about
the downward resolution, is it 400 or 480?
I feel the need to be told if there is a way simple
and effective and which works on all machines,
whether thay are black box QLs or Q40s or
emulators, to tell the maximum screen resolution.
Anyone got any ideas? lf so, Dilwyn will be glad
to print the article you are about to writell
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Homework
For this article's homework, I want you to write a

mode B plot routine in a manner similar to the
plot-4 routine shown above. Here are some hints,

1 Avoid the flash bits like the plague. Simply
mask them out and set them to zero.

?. The calc routine works for mode B as well,
No need to change it.

3. The mask for pixel 0's colour needs to be
GF000000 R8000000.

4 The mask to ciear pixel 0 needs to be
n1 11't 111 nn_1 I111J tcTf"frvrlilrra vvtflfff \v, t\rrr.

The algorithm is as follows,
1. Calculate the screen address by calling calc.

Sets 41 = screen address,
2. Mask oui all but bits 0, I and 2 of D3W This

is the pixel colour D3 = GRB
? qhif+ n?\A/ I FFT hv A hitcJ, Jr irr( rv.Yv LLr r v) v urrJ.

4. Copy D3W to D4!V
5, Shift D4 left by 7 bits,
6 ANDI.W D4ItV with $8000 to preserve only bit

15=G
1. ANDIW D3\iV with $C0 to zero the G bit

currently in bit B

B. OR.W D4 into D3 to give the correct colour
mask for pixel 0.

9. ANDI.W d1 with 6 to get the correct number
of rotates {6 makes it even which it must be
because we need to rotate two bits for each
pixel.)

10. Rotate right, the two mask words, the correct
number of bits.
AND\ru the mask with the screen word
OR.W the colour mask with the screen word
Clear D0 and return.

The results of {x and 6) are as follows'
-------i

I x I xAND6 I

i----- --------- -r
0
1_

2

0
0
2
2
1
/,
6
6

.>)
1
5
6
7

start
plot-/+
plot-8

I
9

l-0
11

0
n

2
a

+-------------*-l
And so on. Because we are using two bits of the
green and red bytes to represent our colour we
need to always rotate by an even number
To test it all out, add the code to the end of the
original file which has plot*4 in it and change the
first two lines from this,
start bra plot-init
plot-/r bsr.s cale

to the following,
bra plot-init
bra plot-/+
bra plot-8

11.

12

13

This means that plot-init is the start address,
plot-4 is at address + 4 and plot-B has been
inserted at start address + B, as follows,
1OOO PLOT_INIT = RFSPR(256):

REMark Drough space for plot-8 as well!
100, PL0T-4 = PICIT-INIT + 4
1010 PL0T-B = PLOT-INIT + 8

1010 IBYT&S flplplot-bin, PLOT-INIT
1015 cAtL PL0T-INIT Have funl

Progra rvlming PnoWesS !n

SBASle - Part 7
Wolfgang Lenerz

Last time, we started looking
at the way objects are laid out
within the windows I don't
know whether you tried to do
as I suggested and attempted
to set the two info items
beneath the loose items, in

such a way that info2 is

underneath infol lf not, here is

the solution, particularly in lines
370 and 380:

100 set-wi:rdows
110 testl
L15 z

120 DEFine PR00edure testl
130 l00a1 object, hit$,hits,dos,times$,mhit$,ndo$
1"40 L0Ca1 loop$,add*info
14n .

160 ; BEMark first initialise sone variables
170 mhit$=rryou have l:it the item 'r'times$:r' ti:nesn:hits=0
180 men=0;object=0:hlt$=O
190 mdo$=flyou have done the item il:dos=0

200 :

210 : REMark now nake some string$, note ttre chr$(O) at tlre endl
224 :
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Another - and sometimes easi-
er way - way to achieve the
exact positioning ol your ob-

iects within the windows are
the "glue" and the 'direction'

types. Let's start with the latter

The direetion type
The handbook tells us that a
"direction is a region object
which can be used as a con-
tainer to put other regions in-

side" which whilst ii is exact,
doesn't tell us that much.
However remember the lirst
attempts we used last time
when trying to put the item2
obiect to ihe right of item1,

using the
PW('OPs'T'ON_R'GHT _AF"}

tag. This had the unwelcome
consequence, that the next
objects were also put to the
right.
As explained last time, Pro-
wess thinks in columns and
rows: esch new object is put
underneath the previous one
(vertical - row) or to the right of
the previous one (horizontal -

column), and the
PW('P OS'TION_ R'GH T-CIF'}

tag changes the way objects
are laid out, so that now they
are laid out horizontally. To

achieve finally the goal we had
fixed ourselves (the two loose
rtems next to each other: the
two info items underneath), we
had io use quite some
positionrng tags,
I'm sorry to say this now after
having dragged you through
the last installment, but we
could immediately have
achieved this much easier (but

I wouldn t have been able to
explain why).

What we need, rs a kind of
oblects that somehow enables
use to change direction
'locally', without changing di-

rection 'globally". this is where
the direction object comes in
A direction object doesn't do
ANYTHING. lt lust is there and

4a ny-hit$=mhit$& hits&tirnes$&CHR$(0)
210 ny-do$=ndo$&dos&ti-nes$&CHR$(0)
254 t

260 REI{ark nos create the outline objeet
270 :

2BA outl=Pldcreate ( 0, PU( r TypE_ouTt,rNE' ) , pI4I ( 'oUTLINE_QUrT ' ) ,
Pu('ourLINr'*qLEEP' ) )

290 :

300 REMark noli create the item objects
310 r

320 iteml=Plrcreate(out1,Pl{('TYPE LOOSE-ITEI.i'),
pu('L00SLTD(T_copy' ), uHit or do ner,
pl,' (, toosE_AcrloN_ro' ), no_RourrNE,
pw (' LoosE_Acrrou_Jlrr' ), utt_Rourrun)

330 iten2=Pltrcreate(out1,PLr('TYPn r.o0sE_ITEl.{'),
PLI('L00SE*TD{T*CoPYr),"hitting o:: doing me will der

nothingl,
ptr (' p0sITr0N_RrGt{T_0F r ), iteml)

310 
'.

350 EEllark now we create two infostring objects
360 :

370 inf o1=Pl,lcreate (outl, Pl+t( ' TYPLINFoSTRING, ) ,
PIt(' INF0STRING_TSXT' ), my_hit$,
Pld (' TNF0STRTN0*AUToSIZE' ), 0
Pil( ' PoSITI0N--UeXf_nOtl) )

380 lnfo2=Pucreate(outl,PI+r('TYPE_INF0STnING'),
PlI(' TNT0STRTNG_TIXT' ), my_dog,
Pt^'( r PosrroIN_BELo$' ), inrot)

390 z

400 REMark the nain loop
1I0 t

120 REPeat loopl
430 men=Ptrfactivate ( outl,nem, obj ect, add-info, hit$)
41A IF NOT nem:EXIT loop6 : REMark if nen is returned

as 0, ve quit the windou
150 SELect 0N object
/60 =iten1
170 SELect 0N hit$
480 =0:hits=hits+1
190 my-hit$=nbit$&hits&times$A0HR$ (0)
500 Pilchange info1, PII( ' INF0STRING_TEXT' ) , ny_hit$
510 =1: dos=dos+l
520 my-do$=mdo$&dos&times$&Cl{R$ (0)
530 Pl,Ichange info2, Plf( ' INFOSTRINC_TEXT' ) , ny_do$
510 END SELect
550 END SELect
560 END REPeat loopS
570 :

580 PVrenove outl
590 n'lD DEFine testl
600 :

610 DXFine PROOedure set-windows
620 L00al not-comp i1ed, upper$, xo $, y a%, xsf, y s$, y s Lae-\%
630 not-eompiled=IS*0PEN(#0) : REMark window#0 open?
6110 IF not-conpiled
650 xs$=Q1YsS=g:rofi=Q;YsS=g
660 Ptrrlscrsize#O,x;s/,ysf,xafiryaf
570 upper$=26;y51ze-0f-50
680 PWoutln#0, rs$, ysff-upperfi ,xofi ,upper/"+yo%
690 !I1ND0!I#0, xs S ,ysize-}% ,xoS ,ysff-ysize_0%
700 WINDOI{#1,xs$ pfV 2,ys$-upperf-ysize-0$,xo%+(xsfi

lrv z),yog+upperg
7t0 WINDO1/#2,xs% DIV 2,ysf,-upper$-ysize-.0%,xo%,yo$+upper#
72A B0RDnn#1,1,255:BORDEB#2,I,255
730 PAPER#1,2:PAPEE#2,7
710 rNK#l,7;rNK#2,2
75A CLS#O:ClS#1:CLS#2
760 nND IF
770 lI{D DEFine set-windows
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serves as a "container'. You

can put other objects inside
the direction object, and the
way the objects are laid out in-

side this container {horizon-
tally/veriically) will not influence
the way the objects are laid
out in the rest of the window
The use of lhis type can thus
be necessary if you want to
control the positioning of the
obiects in the window exactly,
like in our example,
To recap, we want to creale 4

objects: two loose menu items,
two info oblecis. lf we don't
use any positioning tags, they
will be created underneaih
each other the first loose item
being underneath the separa-
tor lf we use
"PWf 'P OSITION-RIGHT_OF')"
on the second loose item, the
info oblects will also be laid out
horizontally, which isn't what
we want at all.

So what we'll do is the follow- iects. The info objects will quite
ing: Create a direction. this, normally be created UNDER-
again, will be created under the NEATH the direction object, in
separator: Create the loose the normal manner
items with the direction as ow- To achive this, first create a line
ner: Then create the info ob- 315:

d ir1=Pl+tcreate ( out1, PW (' type-d iree tion' ) )

Then change lines 320 to 380 in the above example project, so
that they read as follows,

320 itenl=Pl.Icreate ( d ir1, Pl.I (' T1?E_I,00SLITgI4' ),
Pu('L00Sn-TD(T_c0Py' ), uHit or do meil,
pl.I (, loosE_AcrroN-Do' ), Do_RourrNE,
pu( 'toosn_AcrroN_Jlrr ' ) ,Hrr_nourru!)

330 iten2= Pllcreate ( d irt, Pit (' TYPE-JIoSE_ITEM' ),
PI{I('l00sa-TlxT-c0PY')r"hitting or doing ne will do nothing")

3?0 infol=Pwcreate ( outl, PIiI ( ' TYPE-INFoSTRING ' ) ,
PI*I (' INFoSTRING_TEXT r ), nny_.trlt$, PU (' INFoSTRING_ALToSIZE' ), 0 )

J80 info2=Pwcreate(out1,Pli('Tpn-INF0STRING' ),
PU ( ' INF0STRING-TUff ' ) ,my_do$)

Run the resulting program - we Ok, you will have noticed thai
get exactly what we wanted: we created a new line 315,
item2 next to iteml, and the where we set up the direction
info objecis underneath, ob1ect. Then, in lines 320 and

Conning soon:

F&tg&ety Aph,rodtte irc, a rrufghty rciffitie.
Search for nhymes, whether saucy or senious, in the new Just Words!
rhyming dictionary, 50,000 wonds that can be searched either phonetically
or by end letters,

Q{,-Rf{YMES - SI0
Now available:

C&swrch neysterry - sowytds {";ike a bwrted slock {7}.
The UK Advanced Cryptics Dictionary in SOLVIT-PLUS format. Over
239,0CI0 words and phrases compiled by crossword users for crossword
users, You will need a hard disk or an ED disk to use this dictionary.

AX}VANCEW CRMP?TCS SICzuOATd&Y - g 1"

@ J Ross Beresford 1993 - 2000

GeoffWicks,28 Ravensdale, Basildan, Essex, SS/6 SHU, UK.
Tet +44 (0)1258 281 826 Emait geoffiuicks@hatrnait.com
We b : h ttp ://me mbe rs. tri pod. co. u k/g eoffwieks/j u sfuvo rds. htm

Jr.rst Words! - Software for Writers and Word Lovers.
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330, we create the loose menu
item obiects but, contrary to
what was done earlier we
specify that the owner of the
objects is the freshly created
direction objects, not the out-
line. Then we create the info
objects normally.
We didn't need to use any
positioning or direction {row/
column) changing tag, iust the
direction obiect. Prowess is

clever enough to think that in

sueh a cjireetion obiect, we
would like to change direction
compared to the main window,
and does that automatically.

The glue type
According to the manual, the
'Glue type (which is in fact lhe
same as a direction, but the
name better fits the purpose)
can be used lo create some
"special" effects for posrlioning
obiects. Glue is an invisible
region which can be used for
spacing out other oblects. For

example, if you have two ob-
jects of which one should ap-
pear at the left of the window
and the other one at the right,
then you can put some glue in

between, and that glue will

stretch lo eai unused space
(according to the scale factor)"
Alright, let's try that out. We'll

leave lhe two loose items as
they are, but now we want the
two info objects underneath,
info obiect 1 under iteml, left-
justified and info oblect 2 under
item2, right justified. To do that,

we'll have to amend our pro-
gram somewhat, also lo make
sure that the texts for the
loose items are longer and
those for the info obiects are

shorter: to better observe the
effect of this invisible glue type

To keep things simple, l've inclu-

ded the relevant lines from the
example program again, notice
how I lengthen the strings in

lines 320 and 330 and shorlen
them in lines 170 and 190.

160 : REMark first initialise sone variables
170 nhit$="hit:":ti:nes$=n rn:hits=O
180 men=0;object=0;hit$=O
190 mdo$=rrdone tr: dos=0
200 t

210 : RE!{ark now make some strings, note tire chr$(O) at the end!
220 :

230 ny-hit$=nhi.t$& bits&tines$&CHR$(0)
2t 0 ny-do$=mdo$&dos&ti-nes$UCHR$(O)
254 :

260 REMark now create the outline object
270 z

280 outl=Ptrrtcreate(0rPl{('TYPA-oUIIINE' ),
Pl't( 'OUTLINE_QUIT'),
PW ('0U"ftII\rE_StEEP' ) )

290 :

300 REMark now create the item objects
310 :

315 dirl=P!{create(out1, Pg('type-directionr ) )
320 j.tem1=Plrceate(dir1,Pl{('TYPn I.O0SE-ITIM' ),

Pl*l('LoosE_T&xr_coPY' ),rrHit or do ne - oh please oh please oh pleaserr,
pu ( 't00sn_Acrl0N-"00 ' ) , Do_RourINE,
pt,l ( 'LoosE_AcrroN-Jlrr ' ) , Hrr--R0urINE)

fia item2=Pl{create (dirl, Plf( 'TYPE_I00SE_ITEM' ) ,
Ptr{(,LoosLTEXi_coPY' ),rrhitting or doing me will do nothing -
unfortunately. .. " ..")

3l+0 :

345 dir2=Pl,Icreate(outl,P$( rtype-direction' 
) )

350 REMark now we create two infostrilg objects
360 t

37A infol=Pucreate ( dir2, PW( 'TyP&_INF0STRING' ) ,
tw(' twro$nlNc_Tslff ' ),my_hit$,
PI'( 'TNFOSTRING_AUTOSIZE' ) ,0,
PW( 'scale-factor' ) ,0)

3?5 REMark g1=Plfcreate (airZ, plc(' type-g1ue' ) )

380 info2=Pwcreate ( dir2, PlI( 'TYPE_INFoSTRING' ) ,
PI^l ( 'INF0STBING-TnXT ' ) , my-dog, PIJ( 'scale-factor' ) , 0)

394 t

I've also created a second
direction which contains the
two info obiects, to make their
horizontal positioning easier
Run the program as rs. The
two into obiects are right next
to each other - that's not what
we want. Then remove the
REMark f rom line 375, to
create the glue and re-run the
program. The dil{erence bet-
ween the two should be quite

clear - when the glue is used,
the effect is as described in

the manual, one inlo object is

left justified, the other is right
justified.

The scale factor
The eagle-eyed amongst you
will have noted the use of the
"PW('SCALE-FACTOR')' iag for
the two info oblects. What is a

scale factor? Put simply, when
putting a certain number of
items in a single row such as
the two info obtects,
PROWESS will grant each
object the same arnount of
space to be drawn in. That
seems logicial, that way you
get evenly spaced objects,
which is what one mostly
wants.

You can, however determine
that one obiect should take, for
exarnple, twice the amount of
screen real estate than the
othet by modifying the scale
factor for the objects. lf you
provide for a scale factor of 0,

each oblect is only allocated
so much space as it needs to
draw itself
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Let's try this out. Put the re-
mark back into line 375, or take
this line out entirely: it, and the
glue oblect, have served iheir
purpose, Run the program
again Since the two info ob-

lects have a scale factor ol 0,

info object 2 is drawn imme
diately after info obiect 1

Now change the scale factor
for each info object to I and
re-run the program: each ob-
ject takes eaxctly half of the
row dedicated to these two
obtects - the texts are left justi-

fied. lt may seem as if info ob-

lect 2 does not start at the

middle of the window but it
does - don't be misled by the
title of the window: the tltle lS
NOT rn the middle of the
window Test it with a ruler if
you don't believe me.
Now change the scale factor
lor info obiect 2 lo 2. lt now
appears at about one third of
the width of the screen - into
oblect 2 takes twice more
space than info obiect 1, which,
having a scale faeor of twice
the size of info obiect 1, is quite
normal. You can try with other
{integer) values...

OK, this concludes this instal-
ment of the series. Unfortu-
nately, due to a foreseeable in-
crease in work, I probably
won't be able to continue this
as a regular series any more,
i.e. one installment in each is'
sue, I will try, however to wriie
more instalments, bui at rather
irregular Intervals.

QL Forever
Wolfgang Lenerz

We're looking forward to this,
Wolfgang! - Fditors & Readers

Trensfen frorm QS to W$ndows
Dietrich Buder

1. Foreword
Jochen Merz wrote an article in
the German QL Today Nov/Dec
1999 aboutthe transfer of QD
text to Windows and asked
about the necessity
ol such programs,
My answer is 'YES

AND NO' lF a QLer
writes an article for
a newspaper publi-

sher he has to give
his work on a disk in
DOS format for a

Windows word pro-

cessor no discus-
sion.

9" Cases
A QLer with an

original QL needs this

transformation, so my

answer is'YES'.
A QLer wiih the

the whole character set of QD
from CHR$(O)to CHR$(255) by
typing [CTRL]+[I] and has no
problem wiih going through
endless menus. Typing such
characters is much easier with

'Start', 'Programs', 'Utilities',
'System tools','Character table',
'Typeface' and 'Symbol' to find
a character eg, Pi. I don't like
this hard work to write one
character with WordPad, and
other Windows word proces-
sors may be easier So my
answer is'Yes'too.

3. More characters
lf a QLer needs special
characters which are not
in the QL standard font
then he can build his
own character set with
70 new characters for
QD, see picture 2. QD
takes the character set
from a file like 'QL-FNT',

which must be confi
gured with device and
name. I take RAM3 for
easy overwriting with
dilferent QL fonts QD
gives each self-made
character only to the
screen but a print out

may be impossible.
The task is to build a special
font wiih a tont ediior like
Qludge from Simon N. Goodwin
for the QL screen and a suitable
TRA with a file like rny 'TRA-

EURO-E-BAS' for the printer in

Standard Modus. Picture 2 {next
page) shows my QD character
set for normal QL work.

emulator QPC or the QXL card
has a PC and it will be possible

to work with a word processor
of his PC, in this case'NO'.
A QLer has a PC but needs
special characters of several
ianguages and for mathema-
tics He may prefer the editor
QD of his QL Why? He gets

one mouse click of QD than a
look into the QL manual for the
unknown keys of QUILLI
XCHANGE or text87, see pic-

ture 1. The greek characters
and some others are not at the
normal character set of Win-
dows WordPad and they must
awkwardly be found. The Win-
dows98 needs the way from

{} 0D wrth the 'Selecl
Character' window
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2*
32*
48*
64-
80-
95-

112 -
128 -
144 *
150 *
L76 -
t92 *
208 -
224 *
24A *

6:
47;
53:
79;
95:

1"11:
L27 z

I43 z

1.59 :
1tE .

19r.:
a^n.
223:
239."
?trq.

4. Files for transforma-
tion
The article in 'QL Today

deutsch' in 1999 shows two
files made in SBASIC with an

error and has only a transfor-
mation of German special cha-
racters. Jochen wrote about
the difference between ASCII
codes of MSDOS and Win-
dows and asked for a full trans-
lation list to help the Qlers of
different countries We found
better solutions for the two
files and I completed the mis-
sing full translation list for my
,QL_FNT'.

I wriie my own programs in

QDOS SuperBASlC and com-
pile all rny important files.

Qliberator is the best compiler
for these two transformation
files. SBASIC is possible too
with some changing of my
source files.

5. The transformation
The transformation f rom QL
characters to PC is very easy.
lnstall the Qliberator file
'QLIB*RUN' {l do this in my
BOOT), copy all QD text files to
RAM2 {RAMI and RAM2 are
my {avourites for temporary
files), put a DOS format disk
into FLP1 and start the file

QD1oPC-1-BAS with LRUN or

QDIoPC-1-OBJ with QPAC2,
direct mode or with a start
menu, finished. ln the last case
the command must be with FW

Comrnon characters of QL,
a.nd Kindowa9S-WordPs.d as
€ Euro = CIIR$(165) with

eg.
El{ | devLED_QDtoPC_LOBJ I

An error message appears if
file names are too long and the
program stops to let you
change all wrong names.

5. Remark
The transformaiion needs
SMSQ/E because a QL with
QDOS can't read or write a
nna {^-*--r l:-1.uu;) tutillat utsK.

IDietrich, it is nice that you
mention SM58/E buf one can
atrso use tools like lhe very old
ATAR,-DOS or XOVFR fo read
and write D05 disks on a QL
fat leasf DD disks) - but I fully
agree that ff r's much easier
and more eornfortable wrth
SMS0/EI - Editorl

printer on Standard ldod.e
'Unieode tex! document' .

QL_FMte, CHR$(181) with QL-Ft{Tu

Charaeter set o!-QD under SMSQ/B with QL_FNTe
9-quro = CltR$(165) = ICTRL] tsFiffl tel224 ta 227, 230 and 232 far Qultt/xerEawee I

s**&
!"*$*e'()n+t-/

0123455789:;(=>?
GABCDgFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZi\l^_
€abedef ghi jLlmno
pErstuvwxyz{i}*(c)
a!466.}6ri$fraet&eae
eeitit666trriO13+S
AXA66€Q$q€fi=s60t)
PT6;ee$e{i}n*4}TV
Tr :1- lr i'1tr F"i +

[s['i'i - Jl I f ;'i + + ]f : t *
fl Ei f-I1 rL'u rar"f iJ n 2

@QD'characler set CHR${2) to CHR$1255/ by Dietrich

3? - 472
48* 63: 0
64- 79; 0
80- 95; P
96 - 111: €

11? * 127: p
128 - 143: a
144 * 159; e
150 - 175r A
L76 - L9L: Fr

239 + 255: l,

!"*S*&'()"+,*/
12 3.4 5 6 7I I : ; < = ) ?
&BCDEFGHIJKLMNO
QRsruvwxyzt\l^_abcEefShijklnno
qrstuvwxyztil*

a6iJ 6u96a aaee€Irrr660s.ropcg"As6€pus€e
i a"$ (n'+: with QL_Fl{Te,ru

Common cbaracterg of QL, printer on Sta.ndard lilode
and WindowegE-l{ordFad.ae'Unicode text document' 

"A Euro - CH8$(165) with QL_FNTe, CHR$(181) with QL-FNTU

*&'()*
55789:
EFGHIJ
UVWX,VZ
efEhij
lrvwxYar ll r rrJEfTde*Fi-tr reu =+F

QL-FNTe,/u

Comnon characters of QL, printer on Standard ltode
and tr{indows9S-l{ordPad.-ag'Unicode text docunent' 

"

€ Euro = CHR$(165) with QL_F$Te, cHR$(181) with QL-Ft{Tu

+,-. /
; (-)?
KtrltNot\1klmnor il*
fjfA€6
a

32 - 47: : " * $
48 - 63r I t" 2 3 4
54*'19; eABcI)
80* 95: PQRsT
96-111: Eabcd

L1-Z - 127; p q r s t
iii-133,r,,', I!;
150 - 175: - I I .#
L76-L9L: * i+
239 + 255: ' i$ with

+,- /. {=\?
Ktl-{N0t\lklmnot l]"{eeeogcu"

32* 47; !"#$f&'()*48* 63; 012 3456789;
54* 792 eASCDETGHIJ80- 95; P0RSTUVIf XYZ95-111: €fbcdefshij

LL2 - l2'lt D s r s L u v * x y z
128-143: l'aeo oiiqila144-159: eeiltl6ddotr
160-175: A ,.tS€0U9flS
1?6*191: * ii.€S (to
239 + 255: tt 2 with QL-FNTe/u

6 QD-Iext printed from

Windows Wwdpad
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A UK 4-way trailing socket designed to switch off
eomputer peripherals autornatically when the cam-
piuer is switched off, or (in the case of an ATX com-
puter) wlren it aufo-powers down. Campswitch ltas
one contro! socket, and three switched soel(ets.

Cost"...."".". .".... S24
* ** * ***** * ** *IqE$$I* * * **** * * *rq** *!

Up to E mbyte of flash memory for the QX,,{ small p}nlg in circuit fcrr the QL's ROM pon (or
f.urora) grving 2, 4 or 8 mbytes of pennanent storage -
it can be thought of as a portable traed disk on a cand,
and reads at some 2 mbytes per second.
Think of it - you could firlty boot an expanded eL,
including all drivers/SMSQ erc off RomXlisq at hard
tlisk speed with only I r'.xe$lory/ expansion neede{i.

2 mbytes RomDisq. .......,.f39 (€40/€41)
4mbltes RornDisq. .... . . . . .. .. .965 (t66 I 96'7 j
I mbytes RornDisq..........g9S (999/t100)

A,urora adapior.... .,... ., . . . .fS (t3.50/t4)

s4pe.rr{el.lneE _
A major hardwane upgrade for the Qf.

All F{ermes features (working seill2 aL 19200,
independent baud rates/de-bounced kel'board/
keyclick) IBM AT kbdl/{ ll I-ilGII SPEED RS232 at
516$CIll serial mouse port and 2 otler RS232 inputs//
3 V0 iines il EEPROM
Cost(includingmanuaVsorrw*are)$,90(L92/893)
IBM AT UK layout Keyboard............. g1 1 (f, I 3/eI 5)
Serial rnouse ........... .......€E (98.50/€9)
Capslock/scrollock LED ............,,,.. tl (91.50/tl .50)
Keyboard or mouse lead .....,......... ... g3 (r3. 50/93. 50)
High speed serial (ser3) lead ."...,.....94 (t4.50/[4.50)

ffernres available for S25 (L261d27) Working senllZ
and independent input, debounced kcyboord.

SupcrHermes I"IT'E: All Hermes features (see
above) + an IBM AT keyboard interface only.
Cost (incl keyboard lead) ................... 953 (t54l€55)

A low profile powered hacleplan* with ROIV{ port
A three expansion backplane with ROM port included f,or

RornDisq etc. Aurora can be fitted in notebook case and
pou,ered off single 5V rail - contact QBranoli for details,
Two boards (eg Aurora and Gold Card/Super Gold Car<i/
Goldfue fixed to base. Suitahle for Aurora (ROM accessible
frorn outside) & QL motherboard in tower case. Specify
ROM facing IN towards boards" or OUT towards krack of

cost............. f,34 (f35/936)

Coanects to &Iinerva MKII and any Philips tzc bus

FoWef_Ilulfen Intedace tr6 VO trines wit& i2 of fhese used ro
contron S €urrent carryhq outputs (source and slnk capabie)
2 amp (for I rda5n, smatt rnotors) ........,......... g4S (€43lr44)
4 amp total (for rnotors ete)................... C4S ({49/950)
&elaVs (g 3a i 2v 2-way mains relays (need.s 2a power
driver)............ .925 ({29td29)
Earalle! Intetface Gives 16 inpur/output li_nes. Can be
used wherever logic signals are required.... .....925 (LZ7IEIS)
Alalogue Interface Gives eight $ bit analogue to
digital inpute (ADC) and two E bit digital to analogue
output$ (DAC), Used for temp mea$urements, sound
sarnpling (to 5 KIIz), x/y ptotting..........."..... €i0 (f3 1/932)
Eenrp prohe (*40oC to +125oC)............... €tS (f 10.50/f.l t )
Connector for four temp probes....,,,....".. f,l0 (f.l 0 50lf.l I )
0ata sheets..,. .. d2 (€2"50/r-3)
Control soffwsre & manual (for all UF") ...,..92 (n30/L3)

Fixed price f,or unmodified QLs, excl microdrives. QLs
tested with Thorn-EfuItr rig and ROM software.

027 inol 6 rnont& guarantee

OTITER T'EATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DEBUGGED operating system/ autoboot on reset of
power failure/ Multiple Basic/ fastsr scheduler- graphics
(withiu I0% of lightfne) - stnng handling/ WHEN
ERROR/ 2nd screer/ TRACE/ non,English keyboard
drivers/ '1ryarm" f,ast res€t. V1.97 with split OI-ITPUT
baud rates (+ Hcrmes) & built in Multibasic.

X'irst upgmde f,ree. Othenvise send S3 (+f5 for mannal if requd),
Send dlskplus SAE or two IRCs

MK["".s40 ({,411L43} MKXtr ..g6s (L66t 967)

MII{ERVA RTC (MK[D + battery for 255 bytes raro.
CRASIIPROOF clock & tzC bus for interfacing. Carr
aufoboot fnom battery backed ram. Quick start-up.

tnc OntCnfAL svstem oner

Pricos lnclud€ postege rnd pac*ing (Airmlil whele lpplicshle). Prices are t-IK (Europe /Rest ofworld).
postJl order or C^ASH! f crn no longer .ccapt card paFnents a5 Utr( only d@J PDQ tm$sction.

PaSment, by cheque dmw on bank with (Ili sddrcss"/
SAE or IRC for full list and details

t0 May 01
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llere arethe two Listings

1000 REMark l(x ED-QDIoPC-L3AS t(* Jochen Merz - QL Today deutsch, Nov/Dee 1999
1010 REMark xx Adapted by Dietrich Buder - 18.04"2001 * (26.03.2001)
1020 :

1030 REMark Transfornation QD text from RAi{2 to FLPI- for l,Iindows only under SMSQ/E
10/10 :

1050 REMark QLIB*V3.36 input; liberate'dev1*ED-QDtoPC-1', r-noline'
1_060 :

1070 f,rom$=rram2-r
1080 :

1090 x%=SCR-XLTI,1: Y%=SCR*YLI\u|: v%=10: sl"=afi /12-24
l-l-00 LIIND01{ #0; x/o*2uv%,A,y/r*v%t CLS #0: REMark lines l-100/11L0 for QLIB + i'lEbCIISF
1110 TJINDOW x%-2,y%-v11,0,0: PAPER 0: INK 7: CLS: PAPER #2;0
1l-20 toolong$-'0r
11-30 PRINT \T0 s%;rTransformation QD text to Llindows'\\
1l-lr0 :

1150 0PEN #3; from$
1160 rOR l.r.xtf = 0 T0 FI^EN(#3)*1 STEP 6/+

1170 GET #3\text%+14,nane$
1180 TF name$=rr: END FOR text%
1190 IF LEN(name$)>tZ
l-200 PRINT \TO x%/L2-24;tErrar! Name to long of; r&name$: toolong$=tlt
1274 EhID IF
1220 END FOR text$
t23A :

1240 IF toolong$=t$t
3-250 FOR text% = 0 TO FmN(#3)*1 STEP 64
L260 GET #3\text%+14,nane$
727A IF name$=rr: XND FOR text%
1280 dest$='flpl*t &name$
L29A IF dest$(LEN(dest$)-3)='-' : dest$(tnru(dest$)*3).'.'
1300 sour$=f156$&name$
1310 EX rdevl-ED-QDtoPC-2-0BJ'rsour$rdest$
L32A PAUSE 16

1330 END FOR text%
r-340 ErsE
]J5A PRINT \\ T0 s#;'Transfornation aborted !t
1360 PRINT #0;\T0 s%;tPress any key l': BEEP 3000,50: PAUSE

1370 END IF
1380 :

1390 CLOSE #3: OLS: STOP

t/*OO :

1410 nxMark $$off
L420 z

1430 DEFine PRocedure SW

L/+/+0 SAVE-O rwinl*nD-QDtoP0-l SASi
14'O END DEF1NC SW

7l+60 :

1470 DEFine PR00edure SA

l-480 SAVE*O tflpl*ED_QDtoPC-1 BAS I

l-li90 END DEFine 5A
1500 :

1110 DATA !DRUCKI,1000,1520: REMark [ALT]+[X] : print out
1520 REMark $$on

ffiilrt T"t &t Fodap w



1000 RnMark )$)r ED-QDtoPC-2-3AS l(x Jochen Merz - QL Today deutsch, Nov/Dec 1999
1010 REMark xx cornpleted by Dietrich Buder - 30.04.2001 - (26"03.2001)
1020 :

1030 REMark QLIB-V3.36 input: liberate'dev3.-ED_QDtoPC_2t, r-nolinet
1040 :

1050 DIM tua%(255)
1060 FOR nlt = 0 TO 255: tra76(n1l,)=n1[
1O7O RESTORE

1080 REPeat sh
1090 IF EOF: EXIT sh
1100 READ ql*char, dos-char
l-L10 trait(qLchar) =66s-.1l*t
1120 END REPeat sh
't12n .

1140 REPeat sh
Lt 0 Ir E0F(#0): EXIr sh
1160 BGET #0; n%: BPUT #ti txa%(n%)
1170 END REPeat sh
1180 :

1190 BEEP 300,0: ST0P
1200 :

1210 DATA 96,163
1220 REMark QD eanrt print out QL characters at the vacant places !

1230 RXMark standard printer haventt r0 tilder=CIIR$(165), therefore Euro too!
1240 DATA L28,228, L30,229, L3Lr233
1250 DATA \32,216, I3t+,218, !35,252
1260 DATA 136'23I' 137'2/r7' L38,23A
1270 DATA L10,225, !t+7,221, L12,226, L43,235
1280 DATA !11,232, t/+r,231, 116,239, tl+7,237
1290 DATA It+8,236, 749n238, L5A,243, L5I,242
1300 DATA L52,211, L53,250, t5/+,2/+9, L55,25t
1310 DATA 156,223, L57,162, 158,765, !59,t15
1320 DATA 760,L96, L62,I97, L63,20L
1330 DATA t6/+,ZL/+, L65,I28, L66,2I6, t6T,Z20
13l+0 DATA L68,199, t69,209, L?0,1p8: REMark na 17L-L75
1350 DATA L76,78r, L7g,t6t
1360 DATA l_80r191, LBL,LaB, 192,767
1370 DATA LB/+,771, ],85,].,87, L86,L76, L8702/fl
1380 DATA 239,189, 255,L78: REMark for QI-FNT spezial
L390 z

1400 REMark QL characters print out only with WordPad
1410 DATA 129,227, L33,245, LB3,L64
Ll+20 :

1/+30 REMark Free translation for the last QL characters
14-ir0 DATA ].39,L77, 1:6I,255, L7LII72, LZzrt?A
1/+50 DATA ]-73,2A9, I7/+,Lgg, w5,196, L77,215
1460 DATA 178,253, L88,175, 789rL72, rg0,L6L, tgr,7zl+
t170 :

1480 FnMark $$off
tlrg} t

1500 DEFine PR00edure SW

1510 SAVE-0 twinl*.ED-QDtoPC 2 FAS'
1520 END DEFine Sl,I

2530 :

1540 DEFine PRoCedure SA

Vrj SAVE-0 rf1p1-En-qPtoPO 2 BAS'
1560 END DEFine SA
!574 z

1580 DATA iDRUCK|,L000,I590: REMark [ALT]+[X] ; pri.nt out
1590 REMark $$on
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CD A4astenlng fon us€ on a QL
Darren D. Branagh

A few years ago, even the
thought of being able to write
to a CD (either on a PC or for a

QL) was beyond the common
man's grasp. However like alt

technical gadgets and gismos,
the price has fallen rapidly in

the past few years and decent
an-P\A/ menhinoc .an hnvu r\rv rriuut[ttuJ uutr uu

bought for not much more than
t100 now
ln this article I hope to set out
how to use a CD-RW machine
to master CDs for QL use,
using a PC. Unfortunately, no
drivers exrst as yet to allow CD
writing on a QL although the
new Q40 can access CD-RWs
via Q40 Linux I will investigate
this process in the next few
paragraphs, as many people
now possess a PC as well as a
QL, or use the PC as a QL via
the various emulator programs.

The most basic, lowesi com-
mon denominator standard is

lS0-9660. This places some
restrictions on the filing system
used to ensure a degree ot
compatibility between plat-

forms. Filenames are limited to
DOS-style 8,3 filenames and
only 4 directory levels.
Firstly, we need to set out the
method used lf you wish to
use the CD on say, QPC2 for
example, then you can use the
lSO9660/Joliet standard or for-
matiing and copying {l wont go
into the ins and outs of this as
its not important, just to high-
light the tact that dif ferent
computers read different for-
mats). Basically, the lSO9660
format is good for any of the
PC emulators, such as QPC2,
uQLx or Q Emulator The'Joliet'
system is a Microsof t
enhancement to lS0 9660 CDs
allowrng longer filenames etc,
but is largely incompatible with

non-Windows systems, since
Amigas for example may trun-
cate long filenames to short
filenames with tildes for the ab-
breviations, rendering the CD
difficult to use,
Other computers such as the
Commodore Amiga prefer the
Rockridge System (again, a

variation of copying method)
This was pointed out with the
release of the recent Q-Celt
Emulator CD, which was largely
unreadable on Macs and Ami-
gas as ihe Rockridge format
was not used - someihing we
hope to fix in version two The
vast amount of PC software
that allows CD burning provide
for the Rockridge etc. Forrnats
and you can usually choose
which one you want to use on
starting your particular sof t-
ware - the software is usually
provided free when you buy
your CD-RW drive.

Macs can also use a system
called HFS (Hierarchical Filing
System).
The clever part is that with the
right CD creation software, all

of these filing systems can
co-exist on the same CD to
allow long filenames to be
readable on several platforrns -

the first release of the QL
Emulators CD could only really
be used on systems able to
handle Joliet. We hope to
ensure that future versions can
be used by Joliet and Rock-
ridge systems and any other
formats we can sensibly come
up with
lf you want information on the
varrous CDR formats, just do a
Web search on CD formats -

you'll come across a large
selection of iniernet pages and
FAQs (Frequently Asked Ques-
tions) on the subject

So, assuming you want to use
your CD on QPC2 (probably
the most common setup) then
you need to do the following.
Its always best to create the
files you want on the CD on
your Hard drive flrst, as this
reduces the rate of possible
errors during burning of the CD.
You can create CDs on the fly
as it is called, ie. Directly to the
CD, but this is not advised
generally A, hard drive irnage
first always works best.
QPC as most of you will know
stores its virtual QL hard drive
in a single file on the PC hard
disk, called a QXL.WIN file (the
name comes from the fact that
the QXL card by Miracle
Systems used the same file
format). This file will always be
the same size as the QL hard
disk you see when typing DIR

WlNl- when QPC is running. lf
you have a 100tMb QL hard
disk, the QXLI/VIN file {when
viewed from Windows) will be
100Mb exactly also Therefore,
the best way to store info on a

CD for QL use is within a

QXL.WIN file and then just
read the CD as if it were a hard
disk.

So, lets assume we simply
want to back up our entire
QL/QPC hard drive to secure
our data, or just to copy some
files to CD. This is easy-simply
a matter of copying the
QXLWIN to the CD This is

usually done by dragging/drop-
ping the QXLWIN file into you
burning software and starting
the burner on a 4x Speed
CD-RW machine copying a

100Mb QXL.WIN will take only a

few minutes, and the newer
ones are fasier than this,

So, having done that, how do
you restore it, assuming you
have had a hard drive crash or
whatever? Well, there are two
ways of doing this: Firstly, you
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can simply put the CD in the
drive, and under windows copy
the QXLI/VIN file on it to the
hard drive on the PC. Then,
configure QPC to find the
copied QXLWIN file as WlNl-
on your hard drive. This can be
done via the startup screen
dialogue box that appears
when you start QPC2.

Secondly You can access the
QXL.WIN directly from the CD
Simply configure QPC from the

startup box that appears, and
redefine a WIN device to be the
CD-ROM on your computer For
instance, if your CD-ROM drive
is drive D: when in windows or
DOS, then configure WlN2- on
QPC to be D'\QXL.W|N, and it
will find the CD when you DIR
WIN2_

All this may seem a bit like
teaching your granny to suck
eggs to a lot of you But I still
get a lot of simple questions at

Shows as to how the CDs are
made and how to use them,
especially as a lot of people
are aware that a specific
device driver for a CD ROM
does not exist for the QL. This
little article might just help to
clarity a few things, and maybe
some of you will try a CD from
the Q-CILT stand at the next
show -l can highly recommend
the new Emulator CD {Hint,
Uin+ll\I llt tt::.,

The Letten Box
George Gwilt (GG) s€nt us a lett€r about Norman Dubar's (ND) assembler
series. \Me also got Normans reply in time, nnd hre already worked the
repli€s into George's letter. We decided to publish it this way, as it m6kes
reading and understanding (and €xehanging compllrnents) easier"

GG WROTE;
There are two reasons why I find Norman
Dunbar's Assembler articles useful. First threy

throw up errors in GWASL thus causing it to be a
better program after correction. Second, they
teach me things I didn't know.

ND REFLIED:
As George points out, i have, in the process of
testing QLTdis, discovered a couple of foibles in

GWASL. When I have reported these to George,
he has always come back with a fix which is a
sign of the way that things are done in the QL
World. The latest version (as of 1st May 2001) is
GWASL 117 as George spotied a bug in MOVEA
before I did :o). Mind you, with George's expertise
in assembler I never expected to be able to teach
him anything - so l;m well chuffed that ldid.

GG WROTf,:

figured that if I did it for procedures then I wouldn't
forget to do it for functions. I learned frorn An-
drew Pennell in the dim and distant past and his
book - Assembly Language Prograrnrning on the
QL - is an excellent introduction to the noble art.
The need to keep a tidy maths stack is, as
George mentions, a must for functions but a pro-
cedure is a lazy way to program as the
QDOSMSQ system does it all for you lf only this
were the case for functions.

GG WROTE:
Having looked closely at the coding for PSI_CLS,
though, I thought that I might suggest a few
changes which could make PSI-CLS faster:
These might be of interest in general so here
g0es.
1. At "start" the instructions

jsr (a2)
rts

For example, in the May/June 2000 issue, Norman
demonstrated the procedure PSI_CLS. I was sur- could be replaced by
prised to note that the arithmeiic stack pointer jxrp (az)
held in $58(A6) was left at its value after the para-

meters had been fetched instead of being ad- which would have exactly the same effect
vanced by 6 or 8 This I learnt from Simon Goodwin's DIY Kii series

in QL World.
ND REPLIED:
l'm surprised that George didn't already know this, N0 R€FLIFD:
howeve[ when I first started writing procedures, I Yes this is indeed the case, and it saved a couple
always tried to tidy the maths stack as well I of bytes as well as some time I have used the
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'JMP' version in the past, but I like to make my
own returns from my own code explicit, so I tend
to stick with the'JSR' and'RTS'combination, Both
work, and in the case of another'proper'working
piece of code, the time and space saved could
be usefui. As the routine is called only once, I

suspect that saving a few clock cycles is noi all

that helpful

GG WRCTE:
2. To save time the 3rd instruction in the block
psi-cls could be

1aa -l Ar1iD!.X Ua

instead of
divu #8odT

ND REFLIED:
Yes indeed, this is very true and much quicker as
well. llowever the instruction would have to bE
'LSR.L s3,D7' to get the desired effect ,o)

Once again, I was conscious of the fact that this

could be many people's first foray into writing
procedures to extend S*BASIC and as there
were I bytes per entry in the name table, I

wanted to carry that point over lt is easier for
beginners to see what is going on when they see
a 'divide by B' instruction rather than a logical shitt
left 3 places I believe that I have mentioned in a
previous article that the shifts are equivalent to a

divide by 2 (per bit shifted) but I wanted to make
the 'divide by 8' point clear When I first started
doing ZB0 assembler on my ZXBI, I took quite a
while to figure out that a shilt left one bii was the
same as an integer divide by two-thick or what?

GG WROTE:
3, Also the cmpiinstructions could be replaced by
subq instructions. Thus

cxrpi.w #3,dT

becomes
subq.w #3,a2

cmpi-.w #4.,dY

becomes
subq.w #L,d7

The same applies to d3 later on.

ND REPLIFD:
Just goes to show that there are many ways to
skin a cat. The good and bad thing about as-

sembler is that many instructions achieve the

same end result. Some are quicker some are
slower bui the restult is the same. This much you
learn from reading other people's code - every-
body has a different way of doing certain things -l
like to read and learn from other people's code
mysell and I highly recommend it.

GG WROTE;
4. ln got-4

adda. L #Z,at (which takes 6 bytes),
could be

addq.I #2,at (which takes 2 bytes)

ND REPLIED:
Well spotted, as the amount being added is in the
range 1 to B, then the ADDQ fornn of the ADD
instruction should be used.

GG WROTE:
5. in get-rest the instruction

adda.l #6,a!

can be deleted After all, the following trap u3

destroys the contents of a1.

ND REPLIED:
Again, well spotted. I must have slipped back into
my old habits of keeping the maths siack tidy
even in a procedure. This instruction could also
have been replaced by an ADDQ, but is, as
George noted, totally redundant tor the reason
given and also because we are in a procedure
and all the parameters have been fetched so we
have no further use for the maths stack.

SUMMARY
I'm grateful to George for all his help in nny writing
of this series - which has been going on for quite

a while now both for his cornments, obser-
vations and indeed pointing out gross errors in

my code and for the free donation of GWASL
which has probably made this series more
popular - I wish I could have had something like it
when I lirst started programming in Assembler:

lf any other readers - there are some aren't there -

wish to send comments or poini out errors etc, or
even if I have done something that you don't
understand, wish to send an email to QL Today
(editor@qltoday.com) with all the details, then
I'm sure that three things will happen. Dilwyn will
have some more articles to fill up the magazine,
you will have a betier understanding of what I am
doing and I might learn something tool
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KVT{AP
SryMTWAKK

Manage a payroll for a small ro rnediurn sized
business. Handles up to 99 empioyees easily
producing P45s and P60s as well as the payslips on a
monthiy or weekly basis. Calculates tarc and nadonal
insurance ald is easy to update to take account of dre
cun'ent tax year rules.

Q-Heip: on-screen help for SUpeTBASIC cornmands,
induding TK2, Ttrrbo Toolkit, SMSQ/E and PD toolkits.
Can be used to add help to your own programs -
simply produce ASCII text for each help pdge, add an
index and Q-Help automaticaliy cross-references and
displays the linla.
The PD toolkits referred to are availabie for f2.
Q-lndex: The SUpeTBASIC index supplied with rhe
frferenc. Manual - enler a topic strch as 'screen
resolution' and find out the comltnands which reiaee"
tr aunch Q-Help for futher info on the chosen

regular updates.
Orders are currendy being taken for the next print run of
th$ popular tome.
fNote: Price for the book does not include post & packjng).

Ever wondered what the stars in the slry looked like tr00
yean ago? Or, maybe you lvaflt to leam the constellations
and names of what you see in the sklr This is the program
IOr you - generares prcrures or the stars a_nd planeB tor any
given place or tirne and provides details on these objects.
inctrudes F{alley's Comet, the Moon and the Solar Systern

The ultimate database prograrn - extemely fast and
easy to use, updated to cope with the latist versions of tie
Ot operatins svstem and stiil maintained- A reDorr module isQt operating system and ined- A rcport module is

printer

incluiled to all6w you to format output in any way, including
maitr-rnerge. Unfo*unately only avaiiable as dn uffrade from
the original version (original still available ftom Sector
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Software).

Srore your r-amiiv rree tbr postenrv Arid norvrduats Jl
wirh d_etails of their parents and children, watch all of A wealth of QL adventures - mainly text only.
those links build up into a formal fumily tree layout. Save the Galaxv from the ambiiions of the evil dicatorthose trinks build up into a formal.fumily tr-ee:ee iayout. Save the Galaxv from the ambiiions of

linked to Nemesis.Text files and pictures may also be linked to Nemesis.
utdividuals as well as notes_and events,,making this Banle against werewolves and dracula look-alikes on a

{T perfect way to preserve the- hrgtory of your family Hammer-Horror set in the comical Horrotday
QL v,ersion now supports fileJnfo $ and QMenu as well Take the part of a prawn with a hangover, iost in a strange
as allowing you to link both male ard fema"le trees. trand in thi: hilariou! prawn.
$ampletee.oftheRoyalfamilysince1066ingluded_. Solve a banl-robbery by fighring the bad guys and
PC version is event driven - enter dte details as they collecring rhe loot in rdal-rilne o-id W6st.
a"ppear^y documents_and it generates 4" ttus ftorn Battle coiuntless dwarves in the atrnospheric Lost Kingdom
these. QL data and GEDCOM can be transferred to fie ofZkul.

Store your family nee for

PC version. Rerum to Hden is a massive adventure over 3 disks with
Both programs easy to itse and ctrmplete with a step by colourful gaphics - conrol 3 characters in their quest to
step tutorial. find the missiig Prince.

All six advenrures are available togedrer for only €25"

For the gaming enthusiast - D-Day is a classic rable top wargame for one or
two playen - you controi eirher rhe Allies or rhe Axis forcCs during W'v1I!l.
with'til abi.liry to deEne your owrl anny set ups and a choice of 4 fiifferent
scenarios, rhis should keep you enrertained for a while.
G_rey Wolf is a graphical simulation of a submarine - can you sink the enerny
shipping whilst avoiding their planes and destroyers??

ws4 lR"Q

TEL: 01922 69L607

RWAP Software, 26 Oak Road,
Shetrfield, Walsall, West Midtrands Ir; --l
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Turbo Vension 4.8-18th Aprit qool

George Gwilt

Turbo compiles SuperBASlC or SBASIC pro-
grams in two steps. First Parser-task analyses
the program to produce intermediate code which
is then transformed by Codegen-task into the
final executable program.

From the outset it was envisaged that there
would be an optimiser going between Parser and
Codegen which would make the resulting
program even faster and probably smaller too.
Simon Goodwin has given me details of what
might have been in this optimiser As a result I

have produced what I call an"improver"in version
4.8 of Turbo I call this addition an improver rather
than optimiser because although I ihlnk the
resulting 

-lurbo is bettel I know that further
enhancements are possible.

This note is designed to tell users what im-

provements they might expect, and to reveal to
those rnterested the methods used to obtain
these results.

Nature of I mprov€,'n€nts

1. Printing of strings
lnside Turbo printed strings which require a line

feed are printed in two steps Firsi the string itself
and then a line feed The enhancement is to add
the character for the line feed (CHR${10}) to the
end ol the string and then print it, This cuts out
the call to the operating system to print one byte.
Programmers should be aware ihat the compiled
version of

PRINT a$;b$
requires a call to the operating system lor each of
a$ and b$, whereas the version for

PRINT a$&b$
will join together the two strings before printing

by only one cail,

Because programmers can achieve the faster
speed by their own efforts and also because the
former semi-colon, version can work for very
large strings when the latter; ampersand, version
may not because of overflow this joining, or con-
catenating, of strings does not forrn part of the
Iurbo improvements.

2, Arithmetic
The special treatment accorded to the addition of
I to a floating point number has been extended
to the addition of 2 and 4. This would be noticed

when
r+1rx+zof x+l*

appears in an expression.
The operations

xTo=x%+k
and

x%=x%-k
where k is an explieit number not a variable
have been speeded up.

3. Gonditional Bnanches
The sequence

lf-true -, A or lf-false -, A
JumP -' 3 Jump -, g

is replaced by
lf-false -, B or lf-true-, B

A

Timing

1. The percentage increase in speed is given in
the table below Under Operation is given Jirst the
operation speeded up and, in parentheses, the
name of the template used. The increase differs
between pseudo code {BRIEF) and native code
{FASr)

2. I was not able io give figures for Conditional
Branches.

0oeration BRIEF FAST
i%=i%+k {inc/dec-int) 68 5B

t=t+LlZl4 (increment) 28 19

f+f (duplicate-float) 15 7

xo6+xYo (duplicate-int) 15 5

String {concat-lf) I I

Technical Matters

0odegen
It might irritate some users that Turbo is made up
of two distinct parts. Thai has been addressed by
the use of CHARGE, which allows one instruction
to start the compilation Since the addition of yet
another program in the set might have increased
this irritation, ldecided to make it part of Codegen
itself. This means that Codegen now traverses
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Parser's output file three times. During thrs new
run it looks for the rmprovements discussed
above and incorporates them in the ouput file.

Here comes the first decision I had to make. The
output file from Parser rnay either be in RAM1 or if
the buffer size allocated is too small, in a file on
the devrce chosen for the ultimate compiled
program. lf the file was to be extended in the
course of the enhancernent operation this would
mean that at the least the whole of the information
would have to be copied from the position of the
first increase in size. But if the output was in RAt'/l
and the increase in size took it over the allotted
buffer size, then a file would have to be created
and the information set in it instead. I would really
rather not get involved in such shenanigans so I

decided there and then that there would be no
increase in size. lf an improvement required such, it
would not be made. As it happens, none of the
enhancements required an increase.

Howevel as rnight be expected, some enhance-
menis cause a decrease in size. At this point I

reveal that inside Turbo there is an operation
called "plus-int' which is the translation of a plus

sign in front of a number li actuaily does nothing
inside Turbo This is because *2 and 2 give
exactly the sarne number lt is quite reasonable for
Parser to translate such pluses as 'plus-int". lt is

less reasonable for Codegen to let them past,

since this takes the time and space to jump to the
next rnstruction. Needless to say, as part of the
irnprovements, I have caused Codegen to ignore
"plus*int" altogether lt is thus with a very clear
conscience that I pad out any extra space with
'plus*int"s

So ii is that the output from Parser changed by
the 'improver" takes exactly the same space as
the original.

[-ibrary

Codegen works by looking through Parser's
output and picking from a Library the templates
needed for the cornpiled progrann. These tem-
plates contain the code needed to perform the
operations required. Thus the code for 'plus*int"

is, as you have guessed, absoluteiy nothing ln the
course of making the improvements I had to add
to the templates already in existence, One of
these was

qinc-int-var

This rncreases a variable by an arnount between 1

and 8. Those following Norman Dunbar's
excellent series on Assembler Programming will
realise that

ADDQ #3,{a2)

or something like it, will be found in the template.

One feature of Turbo is the ability to speed up
sections of a program by calling for FAST rather
than BRIIF code The FAST code is operated by
copying the actual code for a template rather
than a mere pointer to the template copied only
once. Thus it a FAST x% + 1 is wanied in several
places, in each part of the resulting prognam, the
code for this will be copied ln. This certainly
produces a faster though larger program.

For each new template two versions have to be
written, one tor the BRIEF pseudo code, and one
for the FAST native code. The reason for the dif
ference is prinnarily the different treatment requi-
red for parameters. For example, an integer para-

meter for pseudo code will be placed in the the
pseudo code stream. This is accessed by the
particular templaie which has just been called by
an instruction such as

MOVE.lJ (A5)+,D?

where A5 points to the stream of pseudo code
words. The rernainder of the template can pro-
cess this parameter as needed. ln the case of
native code a different approach is needed since
this code itself forms part of the stream pointed
to by A5. ln this case arrangements have to be
made to incorporate the parameter in the
particular manifestation of the code itself. Hence,
if the required instruction is

ADDQ.W #,parameter value>, (Aa)

Codegen must see that the appropriate bits of the
instruction contain the parameter value. Normally
lhis is a byte or a word and sub roulines already
exrst in Codegen to make the insertion, lnstruc-
tions to Codegen to use a particular method of
inserlron are placed in a sel of bytes imrnediately
following the end of the template. ln the case lust
mentioned, I had to introduce a new sub routine.

ln case a reader may be wondering how the
pseudo code copes with this template, I should
come clean and say that it doesn't. There is no
quick way that I can see to use a value inside the
pseudo code to activate an ADDQ instruction.

ADDQ.W lO, (ae)

does not existl
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Anyway,
ADD.W nZ,(AZ)

though longer is iust as quick.

So, in this case Codegen inter-
cepts calls to templates
qinc-int*var and qdec-int-var;
which increase or decrease a

variable, and, if it is a question

of pseudo code, alters these
calls to calls for the more gene-
ral inc,int-var and dec*int-var
which use the instructions

A.DD"t.l D7 , (Az)
and

SUBQ"LI D7, (A2)

The Double Fetch
Someiimes it will happen that
Parser has requested a variable
to be fetched twice in succession. ln this case it ts
faster simply to copy the itenn to the maths stack
(where variables are fetched to). A duplicate-int
template already exists and the addition of dupli-
cate-float was, of course, easy. These iemplates
are used in place of the second fetch.

These changes have been applied to
Parser*task itself, with the result that it is has
been reduced in size from 76092 bytes to 74576.
I did have a look to see what changes were being
made and was surprised that all the enhance-
ments mentioned above apply.
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N4ore usafu! bits
Jochen Merz

One of our German readers asked for articles
about various sublects he is interested in. I have
tried to lind authors for the German issues, but
apart frorn some promises and delays over the
pasi 12 months or so, unfortunately nothing has
arrived, So I ask the whole readership.
One of the topics he is very interested in {and
maybe others too) is the creation of EPROMS for
the QL. This may seem outdated for some users,

but there are still Qlers around with TPROM

expansion boards, and there are also software
commands available to sirnulate ROM initialisation.

The EPROM Tools trom J-M-S date back to this
time, and they should still work. lf everybody has
experience how to create and handle EPROMs,

what to consider {in terms of usable code etc.} -

please react! I do not like to write about my own
software.
As most readers keep quiet about their
preferences, it is useful to have at least some
topics. And I can assure you that many articles, of
which the author thought thai it would not interest
anybody because it is too specific, has found
interest and created contacts and results.

We also try to compile an up-to-date list of the
various filename extensrons used by QODS and

SMSQ/E. lf you have any {common and

uncommon ones) please provide us with a text
file, One line for each extension in the format
extension (with or without underscore), one
space, and a short explanation of the type of file,

We hope to be able to provide you with a fairly
complete list soon. I lind mysel{ that, after so
many years, some filename extensions do not
mean anything to me anymore, so it should be
usef ul,

Another repeated rtem on the 'wish list" of our
readers is, that they would llke to see examples
of the use of the TK2 and the new SMSQ/E
cornmands, The examples given in the manuals
are short, and usually provide 'primitive' results,
but it does not seem clear how to use the
procedures and functions to do something
productive.

ln this issue you probably have found already an
article which addresses this wish, the article
about PRINT-USING. Dietrichs specral character
article is also based on a short iiem I wrote in

earlier issues of QL Today.
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I browsed through my harddisk and watched out
for more useful little utilities which show the use
of less common TK2 and SMSQ/I instructions. I

think I have found an interesting one for this issue.
I can't remember anymore why the following
routine was programmed I think it was done at

one of the more recent QL shows where a user
asked me for a solution to the problern, that he
would like to find out if a specific program is

running or not.

This mainly to avoid error messages when he
tries to RJOB it, as RJOB is a procedure and not a
function and will produce an error rnessage if the
desired iob does not exist (anymore)

The following little routine does it as good as
possible,

100 DEFine FuNction j ob-exist(jobnane$)
110 L0Cal id
120 id=0
130 REPeat

L4o id=NXJoB(id,o)
150 IF id('0:RETurn id
160 IF (,jobname$ INSTR J0B$(id))=tr:RETurn id
170 n'lD REPeat

180 XX{D DEFine
190 :

200 DEFine F\iNction j ob-exnun(jobname$)
210 LOCal idrct
220 id=O:ct=O
230 REPeat

21A id=NXJOB(id,0)
250 IF id(O;RETurn id
25A IF id=O:REturn ct
270 IF (jobname$ INSTR J0B$(id))=1:ct=ct+l
280 END REPeat

290 iND DEFine

I say "as good as possible' as scanning the job
tree is something which should be done in a not
interruptable operation.
The routine can tail for two redSOr"lS:- the iob is removed by a dif{erent iob or ter-

minated itself while the BASIC function
searches for it.
the job is created by a difterent job, one 0r
more times.

Even scanning the iob-tree twice or many more
times cannot prevent this as QDOS/SMSQ/E is a
rnultiasking cperating system, in which the BASIC
can be interrupted at any time without being
aware of this fact.

The function is called wrth the jobname or part of
the jobname, lt will return a TRUE value [not zero)
if something is found which matches (l use INSTR
to do the comparison) or FALSI izero) if nothing
is found which contains this string.
You can, of course, replace line 160 by other
comparisons to make sure it is the job you're
looking for e.g.
160 If (jobname$==J0Bs$(id)) :RETurn id

to get case-independent string comparison,
otherwise lust use one"=' sign.

I have not tested the routine very carefully, as I

think it was created 
.on 

the fly' at a QL show. lt
seemed to work at this time when we tested it,

lf you do have a better; more error-prool solution,
please send it to us.
Also, if you have other useful routines, please
send them in as well!

Some of the things that i men-
tioned in the last issue with
regard to hardware led me to
compare the way that conver-
sations compare between QL
Users who call me when I am

wearing my Q Branch hat and

PC Users when I am at my day

iob l{ a QL User wants to up-
grade there is a very small
range of choice that he has

available but historically he has
only to make minor changes to
the system to dramatically
increase performance, The
early upgrades, such as the
SANDY and early Miracle
interfaces all the way to the
Trump card only gave extra
memory and, for the better
ones ai least, access to disk
drives. Disk drives alone in-

creased the viability and relia-

bility of the Qt by a vast
amount but it was not until the
Gold Card arrived that the
performance of the computer
was enhanced in real number
crunching terms. By changing
the processor from a 68008 to
a 68000 and cramming on
2MB of memory the speed and
power were hiked by an appre
ciable degree.
The Super Gold Card, with its
68020 and 4MB did even more
for that power as well as the
added luxury of the parallel
port. The ten year history of
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the QL thus far had seen great
leaps in its abilities and, at the
time of the Super Gold Card's
appearance, I was living in

Hamburg having tirst thought I

would start using a PC and
discarded the idea when I at-
tempted to use one of the old
XT machines, By this time the
PC had been through a series
of changes in format and had
finally settled on DOS as an

operating system. Windoze
was just taking its first steps in

World Domination and there
was no doubt that the QL was
a far better prospect.

State of the Art or Ant
of the Salesman?
From this point on the paths
that the two machines followed
were widely different. The PC

first brought out the 486 pro-

cessors which required new
motherboards f\ext it changed
the memory to 12 pin SIMMs
and added PCI slots.
It seems to be at this point that
the PC industry went into new
tormat overdrive. The introduc-
tion of the first Pentium chips
saw the emergence of a new
socket for the processors
known as the Super socket
Seven,
ln the Super Socket Seven
days you could plug any of a
large range of processors into
the motherboards Cyrix, AMD
and the lntel all had CPUs
which would fit most mother-
boards so upgrading was not
too ditficult - then. lntel made
the first leap into a new fornnat

with its Pentium ll - a CPU that
resembled a small lnstamatic
Camera and needed a new
(slot 1) rnounting, AMD leaped
in with the Athlon and a new
mounting again (slot A). lntel
went back to a socket moun-
ting but this time it was a

socket 370 so AMD came up

with the socket A and then

along came the pentium 4......

Confused? Well add to that the
changing of the Graphics slot
to AGP {types 1 through to 4}
and the new CNR and AMR
modem and network slots and
you get to the state where you
have to sii down and have a

cup of tea and a digestive bis-
cuit. Oh and I did not mention
Power Supplies and Cases did
l? The original AT case and
PSU gave way to an ATX

which was all very well until
you get to the Athlon slot 1

which needed more power so
a new PSU was needed and
then along came socket A
Athlons which needed even
more so ATX v 2.03 was born
and the current Pentium 4
motherboards have an extra
plug on them so thats a new
PSU again and the mounting of
the heat sink for the chip
needs to be screwed onto the
case so you need a new case
too, and different Memory mo-
dules, and, probably, a new
graphics card because the P4
will only work with a small
range lhese -but don't buy one
of those yet because lhere is a
new P4 comrng out soon and

who knows what that needs?
0n second thoughts forget the
tea and digestives and pass
me the Prozac.

Meanwhile, ln the
Black Corner.
Throughout all ol this the QL
made little changes to its hard-
ware and all o{ these, with the
exception of the Aurora, could
be incorporated onto the origi-
nal motherboard. Hermes,
Minerva, superHermes and the
ROMDisq all work very happily
with the old motherboard and
all of the expansion devices
plugged neatly into the slot at
the end. Even the proposed
GoldFire will do that, Admitted-
ly the graphics were stuck in

512 x 256 mode until the Auro-
ra can along and the maximum

number of colours remained
stubbornly at B until recently
but, if you had a QL you could
plug most stuff into it and it
worked pretty well.
The first major upgrade to the
QL hardware was the Q40 and
it was that leap which, as I

mentioned last issue, made
colour drivers a reality. The
concept of discarding all of
their accumulated QL hardware
to trade up to a Q40 was a bit
alien to most users but all that
have taken the plunge have
been very happy with it.
This brings me back to ihe
point I started of{ with. lf a QL
user calls rne about an up-
grade the conversation is very
simple. How much? Do I have
one? Will it still run the older
soltware. When a PC user calls
we start off with a conver-
sation about an upgrade. After
I have asked him what he has
at the moment the conversa-
tion usually turns into buying a
new machine completely and
the only thing he has left that
he can use from the old one is
a floppy" Most people tend to
give up at this stage and buy a

new machine. They pass the
old one down to their wife,
who passes her one on to the
children and we wind up in the
state where the dog has two
PCs in his kennel. Can't call
you Fido is online down-
loading pictures of poodles in

compromising situations.
Most of these people complain
that they 'only bought the
machine a couple of years ago
and it cost over t1000.00. The
salesman said it was state of
the art' They want to know if
the new machine they buy is

futureproof but how can I tell
them that when I don't know
what new piece ol hardware
mayhem is on the horizon?
Future proof only means it will
not look too shabby next
week as far as I can tell.
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Roadmaps and Dead
Ends
lntel are always talking about
their 'roadmaps for the next
generation of devices' and this
tends to give the impression
that they have some master-
plan which the PC industry is
embarked upon to bring a

whole 'new computing expe-
rience' to the public. This
seems to forget that, for the
majority of the computing pu-

blic, that experrence is mount-
ing f rustration and a great
need to torce the giant compu-
ting companies off the road
and indulge in a little cyber-
netic road rage The rapid

change in the PC hardware
formats have left many pro-
grammers in a tail spin unable
to keep their products functio-
ning correctly across such a

wide range of hardware plat-

forms and'standards'.
Among the people who have
bought new systems from the
company I work for was one
whose new lGHz Athlon ma-

chine would not go up a level
on a current football game

because it did not like the ATi

32Mb graphics card. Another
well known of CD writing soft-
ware would completely trash
the O/S if installed on certain
systems. lt is hard to blame the
programmers here because
they have a big job to do and

deadlines for release are so
tight. Back in the old days of
the QL programmers used to
complain that they could not
test their software on JM, JS
and Minerva ROMs so you can
imagine what problems beset
the mainstream PC boys.
This shifting hardware target is

a root cause of the inherent
instability of most PCs and
when you add this to the
acknowledged fact that the
root C/S it all sits on has more
bugs in it than the insect
department of London Zoo

you can see why the system
falls apart so often.

Qt- Vadis
So where does that leave us in
QL tand? The answer is noi as
simple as it may seern. The
lack of changes in the hard-
ware, with the exception of the
Q40, over the past few years
has led to a very stable sys-
tem and most programmers
writing for it know exactiy
what they can do to get things
workrng. The tight memory
constraints has led to concise
code and programs and data
which can fit comfortably on
an HD floppy because we
L^,,^ ^^ //'T\ T)n i ,itdvc ilu \.u nvtvt,
The downside is that people
do not write programs lust for
profit or fame - there is little of
that for QL programmers these
days. There is also a sense of
challenge and creation and that
drive is, I suspect, greater than
that of the market torces.
Some people have said that
the colour drivers were a

waste o{ time and effort be-
cause data comes in black and
white but that misses the point.

lf a programmer rs forced to sit
in a groove and is constrained
by a lack of resources he will

soon start to feel frustrated
and I suspect that is why some
the more innovative of our pro-
grammers have migrated to
LINUX,
A recent contribution on the
QL-Users list when discussing
viewing and converting gra-
phics files on the QL ram 'l

have no use for this kind of
program because I keep my
QL for serious work' That is all

very well but, in my opinion,
serious work rs something you
want to do and if you seriously
want to look at and convert
graphics files on your QL and
to use a digital camera then
that falls into the category of
serious work and you have

every right to try to find out
how to do it and sorne
people have been doing iust
that.

Simon Goodwin Snaps
Towards the end of the Quanta
AGM at Portishead Simon
came over to Jochen and I and
began to try out the latest
version of his software for
digital cameras. He had been
demonsiraiing this in the cen-
tre of the hall for most of the
afternoon but Jochen and I had
both been too busy to get
over to see it. He plugged his
Kodak 215 Camera into
Jochen's Atari TT and ran the
sof{ware which refused to play

ball. Jochen has often said that
the TT is probably the most
temperamental hardware to run

things on so he was not sur-
prised but Simon fired a series
of questions about serial ports
at Jochen and, af ter a mo-
ments reprogrammming an-
nounced that he had it all

worked out.
He placed the camera on the
table and I wandered over to
take a look. Simon's software
does the whole iob so you
have no need to touch the
camera at all. He ran the
program as I looked over
Jochens shoulder and the
result was a picture on the
screen in a matter of moments.
The picture was only running in

the four colour mode but
would have been pretty good
for all that lf the subject rnatter;

Jochen and l, had been any
better We transferred the
picture onto a floppy and used
Dave Westbury's excellent
Photon to display it on my

Q40 The result was a pretty
good full colour photo. Great
stuff Simonl
I gather the software will only
run on the Kodak cameras and
that the one to go for rs the
215 because it uses a serial
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port {or data transfer instead ol
the more usual USB. These
are, however among the
cheapest of the Kodak came-
ras and gcod value for money.

Thc !-eft hanC does

'"lot 
know what tha

Right hand is printing
Another revelation at the AGM
was Mr M. Smith's Epson Sty
lus 880 printer You may recall

that both Jochen and I dis-

cussed this printer a while ago
saying that it was one of the
few new printers available from

EPSON which use the ESC/PZ
printer codes vital for use
with a QL. A customer of mine
asked me about getting one
{or hrm and I was looking into
pricing when he called me

back to say that he had

spoken to the help desk and
they say that the website was

wrong to say that it used
ESC/P2. I called them myself
to make sure and they told me

the sarne story. We therefore
printed a quick retraction so
people did not buy printers
which did not work.
Mr Smith had, however, bought
one and found that it printed
just fine, We had discussed this

on the telephone a few times
and he had sent me sample
printouts and the printers con-
trol test page. Jochen and I dis-

cussed this matter on the jour-

ney to Fortishead because we
feel that the printer issue rs

one whrch concerns a lot of
users and we were pleased to
see that Mr Smith had made
the journey from his Strattord
Bakery to the AGM We were
even more pleased to find that
he had brought his printer so
we quickly plugged it in to
both the TT and the Q40 to
test it.

I am happy to report to you
that it prints perfectly from QL
programs that have the
EPSON codes available. Colour
printing is possible from pro-

grams that support that
function and it printed perfectly
from ProWesS using the colour
replacement drivers. This is a

high quatity unit at a very good
price (2880 dpi) and it is proba'
bly the quietest EPSON printer
I have ever seen. lf you need a

new printer I recommend this
one without reservation.
It seems that TPSON do not
know what their own printers
do.

Just in Case
Drifting back to the hardware
issues for a rnornent, it seems
my comments in the last issue
about the Q40/Q60 develop-
ment caused sorne conster-
nation among my reaciers I had

no intention io cast any sort of
doubts on the viability of these
two boards. I was realiy trying
to point out the problerns that
small manufacturers of hard
ware have - especrally when
they are trying to do things on
a shoestring with a very iimited
amount of customers.
My points were that the
change in the power supply
from AT to ATX meant that
some tinkering with actual
power socket of the PSU

needed to be done to get the
case to switch on and off.

Thierry Godefroy has solved
this by changing the ATX PSU
for an AT one but this works
only in B0% of the cases
Some of the PSUs have
slightly different mountings or
sizes, Beware of the PC 'Stan

dard' {a standard is also sorne-
thing which tlaps around in the
breeze), I was also unsure as
to how well a board would fit
into an ATX case would the
mounting holes line up 0K? it
seems that they do and this
has been confirmed by Thierry
and Peter Graf so that is 0K,
Someone also mentioned ca-
ses which have duai AT and
ATX backplates s0 these
would be a good thing to look
out for if you want to embark
upon a construction of this
kind.

My finat point was about availa-
bility of older parts. True there
are AT cases available but
many of ihese are pretty awful.
Most of the good manufactu-
rers now make only ATX ca-
ses. Bad cases often have
even worse PSUs I bought
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one which caught fire straight
from the boxl One of my
friends had his entire office
server destroyed by a faulty
PSU so do spend a bit of time
and effort in getting something
good. As a ruie of thumb the
cheaper the case you buy the
bigger the hole you dig for
yourself later:

Re-Flex Actions
There is a new formai for PC

cases called'Flex ATX'and this
may be a very good solution
for people who want to get a

Q40 into a small case The
'Flex' format is designed to
take the micro ATX mother-
boards whrch have sound,
graphics and other facilities on
board, There are quite a few of
these around now that you can
get a whole soundcard on a

single chip. The drawback ot
this format for PC users is that
it will only use the half-helght
plug in cards and there are
very few of these around so
adding extras is difficult. For

the Q40/Q60 the format is

almost perfect given the fact
that you can rig the ATX PSU

The l/0 card that we use on
the Q40 is a half height one so
you only need to change the
backplate for the one provided

by the case manufacturer You

will, of course still have to
modify the keyboard sockei
but the case is so small that
the result will be a very neat
unii lt will only take a single
floppy, hard disk and a CD
ROM so Q40/Q60 users will
have to decide between
having a CD drive for LINUX

use or the two tloppies they
are more used to but, apart
from that it is a very good
housing The one I have been
looking at is the AOpen 'Flex

ATX'case made by Acer

There's a Hole in My
O/5, Dear 1i2a......
When we met to go to the
AGM last month Jochen told
me that TT had discovered a

bug in the 0pen Console rou-
tines of all versions of SMSQ/E
post colour drivers and that
this was the most likely cause
of the problems that the O/S
has been having with Qlibe-
rated programs. Not being one
of those blessed with the
knowledge of programming
that TT and Jochen have I was
a bit in the dark but it seems
that the problem is such that it
will give different symptoms
depending on what is loaded
at the time and a whole host of
other variables.
TT has been trying to fix the
bug but beta versions sent to
Jochen have caused more pro-

blems than they have solved
so he is still hard at work trying
to pin it down. Personally I am
glad that the fact that there is

a bug has been recognised
because it means that a

solution will, eventually appear:
li drove me crazy for a long
time.

Then Patch it Eear
Johnny...""..
I was going to award the
honourable mention to Richard
Zidlicky this issue because I

read that he had released a
patch for the Q40 version o{
SMSQ/I which allowed
troublesome QLib programs to
run properly I downloaded the
patch from Thierry's site and
tried it out. The result, on my
system at least, was either a

hang up or a nasty crash
which reset the system clock
lo some time in the future and
cause many other odd elfects.
I suspect that lhese effects are

due to interaction between the
patch and the other programs I

have loaded at the time but I

am interested in hearing from
other people who have ma-
naged to get the patch in-

stalled and have run it suc-
cessfully with their systems. I

would very much like to find
out why it does not work with
my pariicular setup too,

Honourable Mentions
in Dyes Patches
Richard was pipped at the post
this issue by Wolfgang Lenerz
for his tiny, but per{ectly
formed, col-obi This program
seems to have no discernible
name but can be found, la-
belled 'Col-zip' on Thierry's
website. lt is a small Qliberated
program which displays a

square with three scroll bars
around the right, left and
bottom f rames. Move the
sliders and the square changes
colour The best bit is the three
sets of numbers at the very
bottom. These change as you
move the slider and, if you
enter these into a ProWesS
conf iguration parameter you
get the colour show in the
square. Simple but wonderful
too. My ProWesS has been
through many violent shades
of Lime Green, Puce Orange
and Pavement Pizza. I down-
loaded it late at night and
intended to just have a quick
look before going to bed- two
hours later I was still fiddling
with it I



t Mtreetin E&ndh&vem

Satunrday, 23rd CIf Jume
Hetd at &fs arcaaaR Vemuxe: Sf. Joris CoMege.

The meeting starts at" lCIam amd ends at 4pm"
J*M-S wit& be there, QBramch and TF Services

deff,nitely promised to he there (2 ears awai3abXe)3

unaxnda werkskaw
Suxeday, 23rd mf Sepfermher
Saxne vexeare &s every yeer:
The Byftree* V&&lage &Ia&["

W$ore deta&ls wit& follow &m the next &ssaxe

K, N&eefim Berah*es
Sa*./Suxa", 6&&&/7*le of Ocfober

DetnfiXs &msfide thf,s &ssnne3

Seff,Naitely & very xn&ceu soe&aX evernf *oo3
South German/Austrian rneetings are always more than "just" a QL meeting.

QL Shqw = {F'} Pares
Saturdayu tr3fte of Oetober

Sawsae velaue as lasf year s Paris {Jxn&vensi&y"

Defails wil& follow frxu the mexf &ssuse.


